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Myrna Cunningham

Land rights, the cornerstone
to climate solutions

”We can feed the
world, protect our
forests, and maintain
global biodiversity.”
– Myrna Cunningham

A statement from the Chair of the Board of Directors

F

or Indigenous Peoples,
everything has a holistic and
comprehensive approach.
All is interconnected and
interdependent. The whole planet
and humanity are part of one global
network of complex relations.
Indigenous Peoples seek to build
interrelated processes based on the
implementation of collective rights,
security, and greater control and
self-governance over lands, territories
and resources. We – I am a Miskitu
indigenous woman myself – seek to
build them honouring our traditions
and with a deep respect for our
ancestors, but with a vision for the
future. Indigenous peoples’ actions
and decisions are interwoven with
a deep spirituality which pervades
all aspects of life and society, from
economic exchanges to community
governance and traditions.
The destruction of natural
resources means the loss of
spaces for the preservation and
dissemination of the traditional
knowledge which underpin our
societies.
When a forest or a forest area
is destroyed, or a river dries up, it
damages an ecosystem but it also
means the loss of a spirit, and with
this absence, comes the loss of the
stories about it and the role it plays in
an interconnected view of the world.
As a result, new generations lose their
connection with that knowledge and
tradition. It just vanishes.
For Indigenous Peoples, it is
not possible to think of human
existence separated from the beings
they share their territory with, nor
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the environment itself. Loss of
biodiversity, pollution of the rivers,
melting of glaciers, the exponential
growth of the farming industry in
forests like the Amazon, all have
consequences in the daily lives of
Indigenous Peoples, and represent an
offensive disregard for the way they
view life. They also represent a violent
attack against our planet and our
means of survival.
To preserve ecosystems,
Indigenous Peoples teach that
we are not isolated entities but
a community of living beings,
including the environment, where
harmonious coexistence thrives.
We provide an alternative to current
economic models that often place
environment and development at
odds. Our traditional knowledge
and holistic view of nature offers a
model through which we can feed
the world, protect our forests, and
maintain global biodiversity. The
current destruction leading to global
emergencies – including the current
pandemic, as health is also connected
to climate— is rooted in a disregard
for the coexistence of humans and
their environment.
Now, the world’s top scientists
have finally recognised what we have
always known.
For the first time, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) report released last
August recognises that strengthening
our land rights is a critical solution to
the climate crisis. Secure community
land and resource rights are essential
for the sustainable management
and effective conservation of
forests. Forests that are legally
owned and/or designated for use

by Indigenous Peoples and local
communities are linked to: lower
rates of deforestation and forest
degradation; reduced conflict, illegal
appropriation, and large-scale land
use / land cover change; lower
carbon emissions and higher carbon
storage; greater investment in forest
maintenance activities; better forest
and biodiversity conservation; more
equitable and sustainable forest
restoration efforts; more benefits
for more people; and better social,
environmental, and economic
outcomes overall than forests
managed by either public or private
entities, including protected areas.
The report makes it clear that
Indigenous Peoples and local
communities play a critical role in
stewarding and safeguarding the
world’s lands and forests, and that
recognising their land is a scalable
climate solution. That´s where
the Tenure Facility comes in. The
Tenure Facility is our solution to
implementing and scaling up tenure
rights worldwide. Through this
international foundation we provide
financial and technical support
directly to indigenous, community,
and civil society organisations to
address the implementation gap
between communities’ customary
lands and what is legally recognised
as theirs.
We have cared for our lands and
forests—and the biodiversity they
contain—for generations. With the
right support we can continue to
do so for generations to come.
Thank you,
Myrna Cunningham

Dr. Myrna Cunningham is a leading
indigenous authority on women’s rights. She
serves as the Chair of the guiding committee
of the Pawanka Fund, an indigenous led grant
generating venture supporting Indigenous
Peoples initiatives engaged in promoting and
protecting traditional knowledge, well being,
rights and self-determined development.
Dr. Cunningham served as Chair of the
Permanent UN Forum on Indigenous Issues
until 2012. In 2014, she was appointed as
Special Ambassador for FAO, and she served
as Adviser to the President of the UN General
Assembly for the World Conference of
Indigenous People. A Miskitu from the Wangki
river region of Nicaragua, Dr. Cunningham
served as governor of the North Atlantic
Autonomous Region and as a Member of the
Nicaraguan Parliament and member of the
Regional Autonomous Council of the North
Autonomous Region from 1990 to 1997. Dr.
Cunningham currently advises the Alliance of
Indigenous Women of Central America and
Mexico, the International Indigenous Women’s
Forum, and the Disability Rights Fund. She is
the founding Chancellor of the University of
the Autonomous Regions of the Nicaraguan
Caribbean Coast. Dr. Cunningham received her
medical degree from the Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de Nicaragua. She also holds an
honorary doctorate from the Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México.
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Nonette Royo

The journey to
secure tenure
Foreword from the Executive Director
From much-needed funding to technical expertise, and a global
knowledge sharing and communications strategy, the Tenure Facility
is working tirelessly alongside our indigenous and local community
partners, adding value wherever it is needed most.

”Loss of these lands and
resources threatens… our
climate, and very survival.”
– Nonette Royo

T

here is a ‘common space’ for
all beings in a village forest,
where groves of sturdy local
trees stand alongside sacred
water sources, burial grounds and
common gardens, with the wild forest
beyond. Here the values of gratitude
and reciprocity are celebrated,
and strengthened, as community
elders and youth remember,
together. Among the many layers
of conversation are timeless stories
of beings, ancestors, journeys, and
agreements to hold this space in
harmony with neighbours – people,
yes, but also fauna and flora. Tenure
enables us to contribute to the story
of the land, and to respect land rights.
Respecting those rights also means
protecting nature.
More than 2.5 billion people
from Indigenous Peoples and local
communities live on and manage
more than 50% of the world’s land
area through customary or traditional
systems, including some of the most
important and biodiverse forest areas
in the world. Despite existing laws
that secure their rights, they have
formal legal ownership of only 10%
of this land, with some degree of
government-recognised management
rights over an additional 8%.
Indigenous Peoples and local
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communities all share a deep
connectedness with their lands,
territories and natural resources.
This connection is central to their
collective identity as peoples, and
to the protection of our commons.
Furthermore, they are guardians
of biodiversity, and key players in
the implementation of sustainable
development and land management.
Loss of these lands and resources
threatens not just their economic
security, culture and dignity, but also
our climate, and very survival. It also
means the destruction of humanity’s
shared natural inheritance, leaving us
all diminished. When indigenous and
local community rights are insecure,
poverty, environmental degradation
and conflict result.
As our world consumes ever
more, devouring the planet’s
finite resources, so the pressure
on Indigenous Peoples and local
communities has intensified. In
the name of “development” and
“progress”, whole societies have been
forced from their lands, severing their
cultural links to those territories at
a stroke. The work to secure tenure
for indigenous peoples and local
community groups still protecting our
commons needs focused financial

and technical support, which has
previously been sorely lacking.
In recent years, scientific studies
have told us what many Indigenous
and local communities have known
for generations: forests securely
managed by these communities suffer
less degradation and deforestation
than under any other form of
stewardship. This in turn has finally
drawn governments’ attention to the
value of upholding the land rights of
these forest-dwelling populations
to address climate change, creating
a window of opportunity to achieve
globally significant climate goals,
whilst also ensuring the fundamental
rights and livelihoods of millions of
the poor, the marginalised and the
vulnerable.
Our 2019 Annual Report offers you
a glimpse into our partners’ efforts
to secure their territories. Whilst the
destination is the same, the journey
to secure tenure varies enormously
depending on country and local
contexts. The Tenure Facility meets
its partners where they are and
accompanies them along their path,
adding value where it is most needed:
providing funds to secure land
rights, working with governments,
and delivering bespoke technical
expertise.

Today we support partners in
ten countries; Belize, Colombia,
Guyana, India, Indonesia, Liberia,
Mali, Mozambique, Panama and
Peru. The average size of each
grant is USD 1,88 million agreed for
an implementation period of 2–3
years. Six of the projects were agreed
directly with Indigenous Peoples and
local community organisations, three
with NGOs deeply trusted by local
communities and Indigenous Peoples,
and one with a national academic
institution working in coalition
with community associations and
respected NGOs and networks.

Peoples themselves to partners and
governments - promoting new ideas,
problem solving, and finding better
ways of getting things done. This
spirit was shown during our Learning
Event in October, in collaboration
with the Rights and Resources Group
(RRG) bringing together more than
100 participants from a score of
countries, including project leaders,
government representatives, donors
and academics.
I hope by reading the following
pages you will be brought closer
to our partners, in these times of
isolation.

Through our online presence and
a documentary film, “Our Territory”,
which premiered during the 2019
Climate Summit week in New
York and later screened at several
international events, the Tenure
Facility aims to communicate globally
a message that inspires partnership,
collaboration, trust and deep respect
for the traditional knowledge of
Indigenous Peoples.
Learning from both our successes
and challenges – as well as sharing
that knowledge – are at the heart of
the Tenure Facility’s work. We create
spaces where every voice can be
heard, from local and Indigenous

Thank you.
Nonette Royo
Executive Director

Nonette Royo
Nonette became the Tenure Facility’s first
Executive Director in October 2017. Lawyer,
activist, and author, Nonette most recently
led the Samdhana Institute in Southeast Asia.
In the past two decades, she has pioneered
civil society initiatives in public interest law
and environmental justice in the Philippines,
Indonesia, and mainland Southeast Asia.
In the Philippines, she co-founded Legal
Rights and Natural Resources Center, an
organization for legal and policy research
and advocacy on Indigenous Peoples’ rights,
and the Women’s Legal Bureau dedicated to
women’s rights. Until recently, she also served
as Vice President for Research and Social
Outreach at Xavier University. In Indonesia,
Nonette assisted environmental advocacy
and social justice movements. Her work
includes facilitating the establishment of NGO
networks and multi-stakeholder coalitions
in key forested and biodiverse locations.
Nonette also helped develop the Indigenous
People’s Support Fund, which nurtures local
indigenous organisations´s visions to protect
the last contiguous biodiverse landscapes in
the region.
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A brief global overview

“There are more than a few
glimmers of hope, and the
potential rewards are tantalising”

Indigenous land
rights, climate, conflict
and gender in 2019:
a global overview
Across the globe, forests are under threat, as are the communities that
call them home. There are glimpses of a brighter future however, which
the Tenure Facility is working tirelessly to support.
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T

hese are not easy times for
Indigenous Peoples and
local communities who
protect up to 80 percent
of the world´s biodiversity in forests
storing a quarter of all tropical forest
carbon. They hold a position of great
importance to the future health of
our planet, yet they do so as some
of the most vulnerable communities
on Earth.
The destruction of their forestlands
continues apace, and in many places,
communities find themselves on the
frontline in the battle against climate
change and habitat loss, where
poverty and marginalisation leave
them open to exploitation, landgrabbing, criminalisation, attacks and
killings. 2019 has brought down the
curtain on a devastating decade for
the world’s forests. The incidence of

fires in the Amazon leapt 30 percent
to 90,000 in 2019 from the previous
year. Surging deforestation from
Brazil to the Congo Basin saw an
estimated 12 million hectares of vital,
irreplaceable forests destroyed in
2019 in the tropics alone according
to researchers at the University of
Maryland – that’s an area almost the
same size as Nicaragua, and includes
many territories that have long been
vital to the survival of indigenous and
local communities.
According to the latest Indigenous
World report from the International
Work Group for Indigenous Affairs,
nearly 500 indigenous people have
been killed since 2017 alone, in just
19 countries, with more than 400
arbitrarily detained, 200 illegally
arrested and 1,600 threatened
and intimidated. Often indigenous
communities have little or no

recourse to justice. In some places
the situation is improving, in many
others it is getting worse. In Mexico
it is reported that 14 Indigenous
Peoples’ Human Rights Defenders
were killed defending their lands
from encroachment, and in Brazil,
home to the world’s largest tropical
rainforests, political winds have
been blowing which threaten both
the Amazon forest itself, as well as
the rights and very existence of the
Indigenous Peoples who live there.
Meanwhile, conflicts over land
continue to flare across the world.
Flashpoints over access to resources
are feeding tensions from the Amazon
to the Congo Basin to the Sahel,
with the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) estimating that
an estimated 40 percent of internal
conflicts worldwide are linked to
resource access. Indigenous and
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A brief global overview

A brief global overview

“Communities
find themselves
on the frontline in
the battle against
climate change
and habitat loss”

local communities find themselves
squeezed on all sides by powerful and
often violent actors.
Despite this, there are real reasons
to be optimistic for the future: in 2019,
the case for empowering indigenous
communities through secure tenure
to strengthen their guardianship of
forestlands in the fight against climate
change was featured prominently
in reports and scientific research.
There is growing awareness that
the traditions and practices which
have enabled indigenous and local
communities to live sustainably
within their environment for
centuries offers lessons for us all.
The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) released
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a report entitled Climate Change
and Land, clearly highlighting both
the importance of secure land
tenure for local communities and
the empowerment of Indigenous
Peoples as key to implementing
effective climate change strategies.
Simply put, giving secure tenure to
Indigenous and local communities
can be one of the most effective
ways of preventing those lands
from being deforested. The
Minority and Indigenous Trends
report for 2019 noted that there is
increasing alignment between the
Indigenous Peoples rights agenda
and the climate agenda, providing
opportunities for both camps to
further their work.

The Global Assessment Report on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES) noted that recognition of the
knowledge, innovations, practices,
institutions and values of Indigenous
Peoples was not only beneficial to
them, but also for the conservation,
restoration and sustainable use
of their lands, which in turn has a
positive impact on broader society. It
also laid out a vision in which support
for indigenous and grass-roots
initiatives for land management would
be the foundation for establishing
new frameworks for private sector
investment, overhauling both
public and private sectors. Such
transformations, whilst at an early
stage, are already underway: in
Indonesia, much delayed agrarian
reforms were finally announced by
President Joko Widodo, just days
after a meeting with the Tenure
Facility’s in-country partners, in
which they urged him to take action.
The community-led model being
rolled out by our partners offers
the chance for conservation and
agrarian agendas to coexist, driving
rural development whilst protecting
Indonesia’s vast forests. In Panama,
after years of stalled progress, the
Government in 2019 acknowledged
publicly that indigenous and
conservation interests were mutual
and reinforcing, a huge breakthrough
for the country’s indigenous
populations. In Guyana, indigenous
rights are increasingly being seen
in the context of REDD+ and other
climate initiatives, offering a window
of real opportunity to push the
indigenous agenda in one of the most
densely forested countries on earth.
Solutions to land conflicts based on
collective and participatory action
are being deployed in several conflict
or post-conflict regions where the

Tenure Facility is working. In Mali
our partners are directly supporting
the creation of Land Commissions
to resolve land disputes at a local
level, in a country which has seen
tensions over resources fuel a slide
into widespread violence. The 2018
Land Rights Act opened the way
for rural Liberian communities to
self-identify and gain real control
of their lands for the first time, in a
break from the bitter internal conflicts
which have marred Liberia’s recent
past. The Tenure Facility´s partners
are leading the charge, developing
systems and building alliances
between government and civil society
to support communities through the
process. In Mozambique control is
being handed to rural communities
to ease tensions over land, and work
towards a more peaceful future.
Commitments to recognise
tenure rights have been baked into
several recent peace deals. This was
the case for the Havana Accord in
2016, bringing an end to decades
of upheaval in Colombia. Whilst
progress remains slow, 2019 has
seen important moves towards
the Government honouring its
commitments.
In the northern Peruvian region
of Loreto, the Tenure Facility’s
partners were instrumental in
helping communities who have
faced decades of marginalisation,
violence, and the destruction and
pollution of their forests – all in the
name of oil extraction – conclude
a decades-long struggle for land
rights recognition. In a sign of the
historical significance of the moment,
the Peruvian President himself was
present at an emotional ceremony
to mark the occasion. The drive to
secure tenure for other communities
in the Loreto and Madre de Dios
regions, and indeed indigenous
communities around the world,
continues. There have been other
victories, too. In Belize, we are
supporting our partners to implement
an historic court decision which could
help set a precedent for indigenous
rights within the region and beyond.
Promoting and strengthening of
the role of women in relation to land
rights have also been boosted in

2019. Violence against indigenous
women is on the rise, but women are
increasingly organising themselves
to defend their rights. In 2019,
the Commission on the Status of
Women (CSW) highlighted the poor
access indigenous women have
to education and the workplace.
Indigenous women themselves
used the platform to call for an end
to political and structural violence
against them, and better educational,
career and health opportunities. In

“Flashpoints over
access to resources
are feeding tensions
from the Amazon to
the Congo Basin to
the Sahel”
indigenous and local communities,
women play a central role to the
well-being of society, and often
to the working of lands on which
those communities depend. This is
rarely accompanied by an equal role
when it comes to the ownership and
formal management of those lands.
Furthermore, women and children
are the most exposed to the negative
impacts of climate change, habitat
destruction and other threats to
traditional ways of life. The centrality
of the role of indigenous women in
the management and preservation
of forestlands is being increasingly
acknowledged, and women are
now seen as an integral part of the
solution. The IPCC’s Climate Change
and Land report recognised the

importance of empowering women
as part of community-led responses
to global heating, noting that such
empowerment could bring synergies
and co-benefits to whole households.
The Tenure Facility’s partners are
also playing their part in promoting
the role of women, in close
collaboration with communities:
in Liberia villages are drafting land
management constitutions with
equal representation at their heart.
In Mozambique a new project
supporting both collective and
familial land rights aims to ensure
women’s names on the deeds of at
least of 40 percent of all titles, whilst
in Mali, women in some communities
are taking an active role in collective
land management for the first time
ever, thanks to the work of our
partners.
And whilst the Tenure Facility
believes passionately in the value
of traditional knowledge, our
partners also harness cutting edge
technology to advance land tenure.
From satellite mapping to the use
of an open-source computer app in
India, our projects blend new and old
approaches to powerful effect.
There is much still to be done,
and as 2019 proved, the struggle
to promote indigenous and local
communities’ land rights can face
serious setbacks as well as making
welcome progress. Nonetheless,
there are more than a few glimmers
of hope, and the potential rewards
are tantalising – the chance to
maintain and learn from indigenous
cultures, respect for human rights,
meaningful development, reduced
conflict, empowerment of women,
and a powerful tool to tackle climate
change, to name but a few.
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Our projects

Across the developing world, The Tenure Facility
is working to secure the lives of millions of people
and the forests they call home

India
Mali

Belize
Colombia

Liberia

Cameroon
Indonesia

Panama
Guyana
Peru
Mozambique
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Belize
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A force to be reckoned with:
securing the gains of an
historic indigenous legal
victory in Belize
When government officials gave the green light to logging in the southern district
of Toledo, little did they know that local indigenous communities would embark
upon a decades-long and ultimately historic fight for their rights.
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hen government oﬃcials
and multi-national logging
companies in the 1980s
decided to carve up the
remote and pristine forests of the Toledo
District in southern Belize into timber
concessions, they spared barely a thought
for the indigenous Mayan people whose
culture, identity and livelihood spring
from those lands.
The Indigenous Peoples of modernday Belize have a long and varied history,
tracing their roots back to the mighty
Mayan empire, through periods of decline
and exile during the colonial era, and
more recently marginalisation so extreme
that they had become virtually invisible in
the eyes of powerful actors keen to profit
from Belize’s extraordinary natural riches.
This blind-spot was to prove a significant
miscalculation.
Shocked at first by the destruction
of their treasured forests, the Mayans
of Toledo swiftly united, embarking
on a tenacious three-decade legal
campaign to defend their rights, with
ever-increasing success, which saw them
repeatedly take their own government to
court, and win.
This culminated in a landmark victory
in the Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ)
in 2015, which not only offers hope of
a brighter future in Toledo, but also sets
an historic precedent in the global fight
for indigenous rights. The Tenure Facility
is now funding a project which aims to
support the implementation of the court’s
decision, securing Mayan indigenous land
rights for generations to come.
“This has never just been about
the land,” says Cristina Coc, Executive
Director of the Tenure Facility’s partner,
the Julian Cho Society. “It’s about the
struggle of our people, the life of our
people, the ability to continue to exist
within the context of Maya wellbeing, the
ability to provide an example to the rest
of the world, that it is possible to win and
defend your rights.”
Belize is notable for its high forest
cover - more than 60% of its landmass is
forested -and whilst timber is important
to the national economy, it is the three
Indigenous Peoples of the country,
the Q’eqchi’, Yucatec and Mopan, who
are particularly reliant on these fragile
ecosystems for their livelihoods and
survival. As one Mayan saying handed
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Belize

“This has never just been about the land,
it’s about the struggle of our people,”
Cristina Coc, Executive Director of the Tenure Facility’s partner, the
Julian Cho Society.

down through the generations states,
“yes, we do not have money, but our
wealth is endless on our lands, and in
our collective spirit.”
All of these groups, who make
up around 12 percent of the total
population of Belize, are descended
from the ancient Mayan civilisation
which lasted around 2000 years up to
800AD, and spanned much of Central
America. In the 18th and 19th century
many of the Indigenous Peoples of
what is now the southern Belizean
district of Toledo fled to neighbouring
Guatemala to escape oppression at
the hands of European colonists. On
their return, they have not only found
their claims to indigeneity questioned,
but also seen their land tenure

threatened by extractive industries
and private land sales, in which their
rights were largely ignored.
Since the late 1990s, groups
including the Maya Leaders Alliance
(MLA) and the Toledo Alcaldes
Association (TAA) have been pushing
for Mayan collective rights to be
better respected in the face of
encroachment by operators who
had been awarded exploration and
logging rights within protected areas,
which were also Mayan traditional
territories. The Mayan groups won
a series of victories against the
Government in the Belizean Supreme
Court, but each time, implementation
was either negligible, or an appeal
was lodged. All the while, Mayan

Belize

lands were under attack from
unscrupulous developers, opponents
fuelled anti-Mayan sentiment within
the country, and the toxic atmosphere
culminated in the still unsolved killing
of a key Mayan activist, Julian Cho,
whose legacy lives on in the Julian
Cho Society.
Before his death, Cho had a message
for the Government: “Consult us
about what happens in our backyard,
don’t begin to look at our territories
and our homeland as a dumping
ground for the capital city. Don’t
look at us as being the forgotten
people. Talk to us. We know we have
problems, but we (also) have solutions
to our problems.”
Despite the cost, strain, and
fear, the MLA and TAA continued
the fight, and also worked closely
with communities on the ground to
instigate practical changes, including
the creation of the Maya Consultation
Framework, which has been
established as a key governance tool,
ensuring a framework for a minimum
level of engagement with Maya
peoples before the commencement
of any commercial activities on their
lands.
Eventually, after the Belizean
Government declined to accept
a wide-ranging decision of the
country’s Supreme Court recognising
Mayan rights, the case reached the
CCJ, which in April 2015 affirmed
Mayan land rights as being equal
to those of western-style property
rights, based on continuous
occupation and use of those lands.
It was a hugely significant decision,
and the first land rights victory for
Indigenous Peoples in a democratic
regional court in the Caribbean.
The CCJ’s ruling has opened up a
potential new chapter for indigenous
land rights in Belize, as well as setting
a powerful precedent for other
communities around the world. In
response to the decision, the Belizean
Government has set up the Toledo
Maya Land Rights Commission
(TMLRC) to represent the Government
and to facilitate the implementation
of the court’s Consent Order. In 2018,
the TMLRC reached an agreement
with Mayan groups on a roadmap
towards implementation.
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Nonetheless, progress remains
slow. The Tenure Facility’s project,
launched in January 2020, aims to
support the process, injecting much
needed funding to ensure the CCJ
victory becomes reality. Toledo
District is currently home to an
estimated 21,000 Q’eqchi and Mopan
Maya people occupying 41 different
villages. The area is also covered by
vast areas of pristine forests, which
are home to hundreds of species of
animal and birds, as well as thousands
of varieties of plants. While much
of this stunning natural habitat is
protected, it has been increasingly
threatened by unsustainable
exploitation, with the Mayan peoples,
its historic stewards, largely powerless
to defend it. This could now change.
“This (project) is a major stepping
stone on the way to achieving the
self-determination of the Maya
people. We’re very cognisant of the
challenges in front of us, but we are
very optimistic that the Maya story
can continue to be a very successful
story… and that we’ll see a time when
laws are written by Mayan people for
Mayan people,” Coc says.
With our partners, the Julian Cho
Society, and in collaboration with the
MLA and TAA, the Tenure Facilityfunded initiative aims to secure and
define the land rights of Toledo’s
Maya populations, demarcating and
titling an estimated 1 million acres
of land in the process. The work will

“Maya land
rights in this
region in Belize
stand out as a
glimmer of hope,”
Pablo Mis,
Programme Director for MLA

also build the capacity of the Mayan
people themselves to establish the
appropriate institutions to manage the
land sustainably going forwards. The
project will provide technical support
for the drafting of a bill on Maya land
rights, which addresses the legal and
institutional aspects of indigenous
land governance, and would be
submitted for legislative approval.
The upsides of all this are both for the
indigenous population, and for the
forest they call home, and which they
live to protect.
“Land without forest is useless to
the Mayan people,” says Pablo Mis,
Programme Director for MLA. “When
we talk about land, we inherently talk
about forested land.”
There is a real sense that the hardwon experience of Toledo’s Mayan
people could both inform and inspire
other indigenous groups around
the Caribbean region, and with the
Tenure Facility’s global reach, even
further afield.

“Maya land rights in this region
in Belize stand out as a glimmer of
hope,” Mis notes.
“It’s an example of how collectively
things can be changed. The project
with the Tenure Facility will allow us
to extend our experience and scale up
our impact, when it comes to sharing
knowledge with other indigenous
communities.”

Belize
The Belize project was launched
at the beginning of 2020, after
months of careful planning. The
ambitious project aims to assist the
Maya People of Southern Belize
and the Government of Belize
(GoB) to implement the 2015
Consent Order of the Caribbean
Court of Justice (CCJ). It will be
implemented by the Julian Cho
Society (JCS in collaboration with
the Maya Leaders Alliance (MLA)
and the Toledo Alcades Association
(TAA), the organisations who led
the recent court cases in the CCJ.
By securing, guaranteeing and
enhancing the land tenure of
the Q’echi’ and Mopan Peoples of
southern Belize, the project aims to
demarcate an estimated
1 million acres of Maya lands and
forests owned collectively by 41
communities. Reinforcing the
capacity of the Maya people and
the Government to ensure proper
implementation of these objectives
and work to establish effective and
sustainable institutions to manage
community property in future will
be key to the project.
Specific actions will include
regularisation of land rights and
secure delimitation, demarcation
and titling through legal
codification of the CCJ consent
order, collaboration with both Maya
groups and the GoB to draft an
inventory of potential third-party
interests which could impact on
Maya land rights, and the provision
of technical support for the drafting
of a bill on Maya land rights.
The project aims to strengthen the
traditional governance systems of
the Mayan people, helping them
adapt to a constantly changing
natural and economic environment.
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Never give up:
overcoming obstacles in
the fight for Afro-Descendant
land justice in Colombia
In a country still recovering from decades of conﬂict, marginalised
Afro-descendant communities are overcoming adversity to carve out
a secure future for their children.
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fter centuries unbowed by the
grim realities of slavery, poverty,
violence and exclusion, there
were two certainties in the
struggle by Colombia’s Afro-Descendant
populations to have their land rights
recognised: it would not be easy, and
they would not give up.
So it has proved: the Tenure Facility’s
commitment to work in complex
and often difficult environments has
given new impetus to a decades-long
fight for land justice, and contributed
new expertise and technical skills to
complement the incredible bravery
and determination of Afro-Descendant
organisations, who have tirelessly worked
to overcome the numerous obstacles
they face in a country still scarred by
conflict and racism.
“At the end of the day, the scope and
results of the project depend on political
will,” says Victor Hugo Moreno Mina, a
long-time supporter of Afro-descendant
rights and project member, who is finally
witnessing the green shoots of progress.
“It has been a huge challenge to
overcome, as it was not in our hands.
We’ve lived with seeing the project stalled
for months, by unwilling public officials,
and the fact that Colombia is in a state of
national government transition,” he adds.
First brought as captives by colonialists
to work South America’s vast plantations,
Colombia’s 16 million Afro-Descendants
– roughly a third of the population - have
never lost pride in their African roots, but
nor have they ever truly shaken off the
label of outsiders, in the incessant and
often violent struggles for power which
have defined much of the Colombian
post-colonial era.
It is no surprise that they have found
themselves particularly exposed to the
instability which has rocked Colombia in
recent decades. Living either in shantytowns in some of the poorest urban
areas, or in remote villages blighted by
poverty, Afro-descendant communities
have been disproportionately targeted
for everything from land-grabbing and
criminalisation, to rape and murder.
During peace negotiations to bring an
end to the bloodletting, Afro-Descendant
communities made an alliance with
another marginalised group, Colombia’s
1.5 million Indigenous Peoples, who
had also suffered bitterly. It was a
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“We’ve lived with seeing the
project stalled for months,”
Victor Hugo Moreno Mina, a long-time supporter
for Afro-descendant rights and project member

shrewd move: after forming the
Ethnic Commission for Peace and
Defence of Territorial Rights, they
ensured that the 2016 Havana Peace
Accord included a chapter detailing
safeguards and respect for collective
territorial and political rights for
Indigenous and Afro-Descendant
peoples.
There had been previous legal
and constitutional breakthroughs
for Afro-Descendants, including a
25-year period from 1991 in which
5.5 million hectares of collective land
were recognised by the Government.
Almost all of this was in the Pacific
region however, leaving other AfroDescendant populations excluded
from the process.
The boost to ethnic rights in
the Havana Accord was a fresh
opportunity to drive through
meaningful change on a national
scale for the millions of AfroDescendant Colombians who still
have no legal recognition of the lands
where they have farmed, fished and

not least, raised their families, for
generations. These communities
often lie deep in valuable forest lands,
or along the country’s palm fringed
Pacific coast. Whilst the setting is
often idyllic, the reality is far from
it. These are some of the poorest
communities in the country, a world
away from the privilege of Bogota
elites, where subsistence farming and
fishing must sustain communities
with little prospect of improvement.
Some villages lie deep in the coca
producing areas, and residents are
regularly targeted by roaming drug
gangs and militias, or turn to illegal
cultivation to support their families.
Since 2018, the Tenure Facility
has supported its partners the Black
Communities’ Process (PCN) to
secure their collective land rights
with the finances and know-how to
bring on board legal, technical, social
and topographical experts to push
through land rights titling in a deeply
complex and often hostile political
environment, offering a brighter,
more stable future for these intensely

Colombia

marginalised communities.
In an atmosphere where AfroDescendants are relentlessly targeted,
intimidated and even killed in an
attempt to force them from lands
which have become increasingly
attractive to powerful investors in
post-conflict Colombia, the road to
success was always going to be rocky.
Indeed, for more than a year after
the project launched, administrative
confusion, and a lack of political will
meant that progress on land titling
ground to a halt. The momentum
generated by the Havana Accord and
a potentially historic opportunity to
begin righting deep historical wrongs
risked ebbing away.
It is in these circumstances that the
determination, resourcefulness and
tenacity of Tenure Facility’s partners
have proved invaluable qualities. The
team have learned to adapt quickly to
conditions, building the vital relations
needed to make progress with the
Colombian National Land Agency
(ANT).
After months of frustration, in 2019
breakthroughs were achieved and
the process was tentatively brought
back on track. Thanks to constant
dialogue, the foundations for future
progress are in place, with technical
visits undertaken in two sites with
a total of nearly 30,000 hectares

“The state had forgotten us, but now the
project means we can improve life in our
community.”
Marta Rua, a mother and President of the Community Council
Villa de Rio in Putumayo.

of land to be titled. Files for dozens
of other potential land claims were
also obtained, overcoming a major
previous obstacle over the nonretention of documentation by the
ANT. The way is thus paved for at least
10 further site visits in the coming
months.
These glimmers of light have been
a welcome boost for communities
which have felt abandoned for as long
as they can remember.
“This is a chance for us to build
a brighter, more productive future
for our community,” says Marta
Rua, a mother and President of the
Community Council Villa de Rio in
Putumayo.
“The state had forgotten us, but
now the project means we can
improve our lives” she adds with a
smile.
Significantly, after months of
bridge-building, there has been a
perceptible shift in the attitude of ANT
officials, whom communities had
long found difficult to work with.
“We used to face so many
obstacles, formalities and
requirements that did not exist in
law. On several occasions important
documents were signed and then
annulled,” says Astolfo Aramburo,
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lawyer and Project Coordinator.
“We had to sit down with the ANT
to build an outline of the minimum
required procedures, routes and
methodologies to get the job done.
Now we have an understanding, and
thanks to the project, we have a clear
process for collective qualification in
Colombia,” Aramburo adds.
In a country where the state is
only now tackling the realities of
living in peace with its ethnic and
political minorities, the progress
made by the project offers hope
of more constructive relations in
the future. The lessons learnt can
also play a vital role in shaping the
Tenure Facility’s approaches in other
countries where tensions simmer and
where the authorities are unused to
working with Indigenous and local
communities on an equal footing.
“I think that building this
relationship with an ethno-political
organisation is an important
experience for the state,” says Charo
Minas Rojas, member of the Elders
council the project’s senior adviser.
“We’ve found a certain openness
which has allowed previously
stagnant processes to be speeded up.
It’s been a good exercise, and we’ve
made significant progress.” Minas
Rojas adds.

Colombia
In a challenging political
environment, 2019 saw
the unblocking of several
administrative obstacles which
had largely halted progress for
several months previously.
By the end of the year, 242
community councils had been
informed and supported to enable
them to submit their territorial
land claims to the Land Agency
(ANT). There is also a dramatically
increased knowledge and
enthusiasm at community-level for
the project and the way it facilitates
access to the ANT.
In 2019, the ANT provided
renewed commitment to support
implementation of the project, and
2 technical visits were carried
out in November and December
covering 29000 hectares, ahead
of the final approval for land
registry by the Agency. Additionally,
significant progress was made to
prepare for 8 further technical
visits planned for the coming
months, which could benefit 5,600
families.
Significantly, there has been a
marked improvement in relations
between the project and the ANT,
as a result of persistent efforts to
maintain dialogue. The ANT has
now identified collective titling
through the project as a muchneeded opportunity to achieve
swift results, as the Government
belatedly looks to demonstrate
progress on fulfilling commitments
made in the Havana Peace Accord.
This raises hopes of an acceleration
in the near future.
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Conserving forests,
preserving communities:
a brighter future for Guyana’s
Indigenous Peoples
Momentum to protect natural habitats in one of the most densely forested
countries on Earth has created opportunities for Indigenous Peoples to gain
secure tenure over land they have tended for generations.
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he village of Orealla/Siparuta,
nestled in chalk hills on the
banks of the Corentyne River,
surrounded by pristine rainforest, and accessible only by air and
water, is a hidden treasure of Guyana, and
the pride of its indigenous inhabitants. Yet
for decades the boundaries of Orealla/
Siparuta have been uncertain, blocking
efforts by the community to make the
most of their beautiful home, and protect
it from outsiders.
Now, amidst a new wave of optimism
over indigenous land rights in Guyana,
which lies on South America’s North
Atlantic coast, a Tenure Facility-funded
project aims to support the people
of Orealla/Siparuta and other similar
communities to definitively demarcate
their lands, whilst working with both local
NGOs and government to build capacity
for ongoing recognition of indigenous
land rights, in one of the most richly
forested nations on Earth.
The extraordinary extent of these
forestlands, which teem with life, and
cover around three quarters of the
country, have given Guyana strategic
importance in the fight against global
warming which far outweighs its size,
attracting significant investment from
carbon sequestration schemes including
REDD+.
After decades in which increased
large-scale logging and gold mining have
taken its toll, there are renewed efforts
by the Government to protect Guyana’s
cultural heritage, with a particular
focus on land titling for the country’s
indigenous people, who make up roughly
a tenth of the population, many of whom
lack secure tenure. Currently indigenous
people hold title to around 14 percent of
Guyana’s land, but it is recognised that
they use and have valid claims over far
more. Up to now, efforts to correct this in
places like Orealla/Siparuta have stalled.
Although it is known that indigenous
peoples have inhabited the area for
centuries, the history of current day
Orealla/Siparuta began in 1918 when
indigenous Arawak people fled a deadly
flu epidemic in neighbouring Suriname,
and carved out a new life for themselves,
farming and hunting in the forests
surrounding their new home.
The bonds between the population
and their environment have remained
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inter-community tensions, and
contributing to a robust policy
framework for the Guyanese
authorities to take forward into the
future. The stakes are high. Currently
many villages are unhappy with their
present boundary demarcation,
believing they have lost access to land
that is rightfully theirs. In some areas
this has led to tensions and hostility.
The project is specifically addressing
this, with a significant achievement
in 2019 being the signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding
between two communities, Akawani
and Wakapau, to work together
to resolve their boundary dispute,
something that had seemed difficult

“This project will
create a precedent
of enabling villages
to solve decades of
land issues.”
Sharon Atkinson, Policy Officer for
the Tenure Facility.

”We depend on the forest for everything,
our food, our shelter, our medicines, our
recreation, leisure, everything.”
Lloyd Peneux, an Orealla/Siparuta resident

deep and strong, according to Lloyd
Peneux, an Orealla/Siparuta resident
who champions various initiatives
to maintain his people’s culture,
promoting their Arawak language
through a local radio station, and
educating the younger generations
on their traditions and roots.
Secure land tenure needs to be
a central part of this cultural legacy,
according to Peneux.
“We depend on the forest for
everything,” he says. “Our food, our
shelter, our medicines, our recreation,
leisure, everything. As an indigenous
person I welcome this initiative, not
only for myself but for the whole
community… Give us what is rightly
ours,” he adds.
The people of Orealla/Siparuta
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do everything they can to preserve
the environment in which they
live, even carrying out compulsory
weekly clean-ups in which the whole
community must partake, making the
village one of the cleanest spots in
the whole country. But community
leaders fear that because of tenure
insecurity, they might not be able to
protect their home from negative
influences.
“I was born in Orealla and I have
spent most of my life here, I believe
that our boundaries should be
properly demarcated; land is very
important to us Indigenous People
because we utilize a lot of land in
different ways and with the proper
demarcation of our boundaries, it
would give us the assurance and

rights that we know what belongs to
us,” says Charles Sarius, a 56- year old
resident.
At the same time, Orealla/
Siparuta’s residents are keen to show
off the stunning natural habitat that
surrounds them, and which is home
to thousands of species of birds,
plants, and animals, including jaguars
and squirrel monkeys. While much of
the community currently makes its
living from sustainable forest activities
including logging and craft making,
there is growing interest in attracting
more visitors via community-based
tourism.
“Let us say that we want to go into
ecotourism. If we are able to say that
we own the land, then we are able
to use it for the whole community’s
benefit… not just for this generation,
but also the generations to come,”
says Diane Devere, a 33-year old
member of the Village Council.
The ambitious Tenure Facilityfunded project in Guyana aims to
support the titling and demarcation
of around 2 million hectares of
indigenous lands, helping reduce

before. Elsewhere indigenous
communities are desperate to secure
tenure over their land, to protect
them from potentially damaging
large-scale agriculture, or mining
concessions and other major
infrastructural projects like roads
and hydro dams. These, they fear,
will pollute fresh water sources and
devastate fish stocks. This has already
happened and is happening in many
Indigenous Peoples’ territories in the
country.
Engaging the government is a key
foundation on which the success
of the project is built. The Tenure
Facility’s partners, the Amerindian
Peoples Association (APA) and the
South Rupununi District Council
(SRDC)/South Central Peoples’
Development Association (SCPDA),
have actively engaged officials from
the relevant ministries, agreeing
to collaborate on the project, and
holding regular meetings to keep
pushing the process forward. This
has seen the ministry carry out
investigations over demarcation

problems, correct maps, and vow
to carry out further inquiries across
numerous communities to resolve
boundary issues. Already this
collaboration is allowing participants
on all sides to better understand the
process that needs to be followed for
title extension applications, meaning
a notable uptick in the pace of claims.
“The project has provided
an opportunity for enhancing
staff capacity in understanding
government agencies, policies and
processes on a first-hand basis,” says
Sharon Atkinson, Policy Officer for
the Tenure Facility. “It also creates a
window for future recommendations
to the government, based on the case
studies of the villages we are working
with now. This project will create
a precedent of enabling villages to
solve decades of pending land issues.”
The wider fight against global
warming has seen tree-covered
Guyana rise to prominence and
has created momentum at a policy
level which could fundamentally
improve tenure security for Guyana’s
indigenous peoples. Harnessing that
momentum, the Tenure Facility’s
partners can help guarantee the
future of Guyana’s irreplaceable
forest-lands for generations to
come, and for the entire world.
Nonetheless, challenges remain:
decades of poor record keeping by
communities have slowed progress,
but the government is working
to find or replace documentation
where it is missing. Furthermore,
political instability at a national level
has created some uncertainty and
is a reminder that no Tenure Facility
project exists in a vacuum.
“A major challenge has been
the no-confidence vote in the
government in December 2018 and
the General Elections in 2020. This
has caused anxiety, uncertainties
and delays in further addressing our
land and other issues,” says Michael
Thomas, Vice Chairperson of project
partner, SRDC.
Nonetheless, he is excited about
the potential of the project, and the
early signs of success.
“The project has already advanced
the resolution of land issues several
steps forward. That gives us a lot of
hope for the future.”

Guyana
The Guyanese project began on
July 1, 2019, and has enjoyed
significant early success. 13
villages out of a total of 14 have
endorsed the project in relation
to demarcation and titling of
their territories. The project also
received endorsement from the
Moruca District Council and the
South Rupununi District Council, as
well as support from the National
Toshaos Council, which comprises
all of the country’s indigenous
leaders, or Tashaos. The project has
also strengthened ties with existing
and new partners, including critical
stakeholders such as the Ministry of
Indigenous Peoples’ Affairs (MIPA).
It has facilitated the involvement
of women in community meetings,
and in mapping and research
teams.
Two communities locked in a
longstanding boundary dispute
have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding, in an important
step towards resolving tensions,
which would permit a move
towards demarcation and titling.
The South Rupununi District
Council (SRDC) has facilitated a
meeting between 2 villages with a
boundary dispute, who have signed
and submitted affidavits to the
MIPA. Other meetings were also
held between a village and a local
commercial operator over land
leasing which has led to conflicts.
Applications for proposed land
extensions, investigation reports
into land tenure issues, and joint
agreements between communities
over boundaries have been
reviewed for 8 target villages,
covering 1,600,000 hectares.
Progress was made with the
MIPA during meetings concerning
the proposed revision of the
Amerindian Act. Meetings
were also held with relevant
government ministries and
agencies on issues relating to
conservation, protection of water
sources and boundary conflict
resolution.
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There’s an app for that:
harnessing open-source
computing to advance
Indigenous and forest
land rights in India
Land rights are an historical problem in India – which the Tenure Facility’s
partners are endeavouring to solve by harnessing cutting edge technology,
and bringing it to the people.
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he plight of India’s Indigenous
and forest-dependent peoples is
nothing new: they have endured
centuries of marginalisation.
But in an age where there are apps for
everything from chatting with friends,
keeping fit or ordering food, the Tenure
Facility’s partners have demonstrated that
cutting edge, accessible technology can
also be used to start righting historical
wrongs.
Since the colonial period, Indian
indigenous groups, known as Adivasi
and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers,
have struggled against forest laws which
stripped them of their traditional lands,
forcing them from their homes and
livelihoods. Even after independence,
pressure to profit from India’s valuable
forest lands (estimated to currently cover
around a quarter of the country) made
it virtually impossible for forest-dwelling
communities to establish and exercise
their rights.
The 2006 introduction of the Forest
Rights Act was supposed to redress these
injustices, paving the way for the securing
of 32 million hectares of forest, (that’s
almost the same size as the whole of
Norway), claimed by 150 million people
living in 170,000 villages. The reality has
been somewhat less seismic.
A lack of political will within local and
national government, coupled with the
absence of capacity at community level
to complete the necessary applications,
has meant that a mere 3% of all possible
claims have been recognised, and the
chance to enact one of the largest public
land reforms in history has so far not
been taken.
This is where the Tenure Facility’s
partners, the Indian School of Business
(ISB), the research and policy advocacy
group Vasundhara and the Society for
Rural, Urban and Tribal Initiative (SRUTI),
as well as two further NGOs, Manthan
Yuva Sansthan and Parivartan, come in:
The ISB was keen to demonstrate the
economic value of clarifying and securing
land tenure - both for forest-dependent
communities and the country. So ISB
developed a tool, known as the Project
Monitoring System (PMS), as an easyto-use, open source technology that
would both guide communities through
the process of applying for collective
tenure rights, and also monitor the overall
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Initial results do indeed point to a
real change at the grassroots level.
As the PMS has been improved and
rolled out to more communities,
records indicate that formal land
claim submissions made to the
Sub Divisional Level Committee
have leapt to 487 in 2019 from just
166 the previous year. Mapping
of subsequent stages in the titling
process showed similarly impressive
increases. All this amidst a challenging
operating environment, where
political and natural obstacles are
ever present.

progress of applications, enabling
data to be collected and shared,
lessons to be learnt, and logjams to
be unblocked across India’s many and
varied local authorities.
The timing was ideal. With Tenure
Facility funding, and harnessing
the on-the-ground expertise of
Vasundhara and SRUTI, in January
2018 ISB launched a project to
harness the power of the PMS
to support an estimated 5,000
communities, home to 1 million
people, to gain secure tenure over
around 1 million hectares of forest.
Typically, representatives of the
villages themselves would be using
the app, allowing communities to
track and record the entire process,
and offering massive potential
for upscaling around the country,
according to Ranjita Pattnaik,
Programme Officer with Vasundhara.
Previously, communities had no
effective way of documenting their
tenure application process, leaving
them in the dark, and with little
protection against interlopers keen
to exploit their rightful lands.
“(Now) we are able to identify the
bottlenecks arising in certain areas
owing to delay at either village or
official level, and we can provide a
quick turnaround solution to address
the same,” Pattnaik states.
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“From day one we decided it has to be a
simple tool that can be used by the people,”
Ashwini Chhatre, Executive Director of the Bharti Institute of Public
Policy at the ISB

Small but important decisions
have been made to ensure the
programme is accessible to all: it is
available in three languages, English,
Hindi and Odiya. It is accessible
on mobile phone and useable in
offline mode, meaning that data
can be added and then uploaded
whenever India’s patchy rural data
network allows. Vital documents can
be uploaded and stored. Moreover,
granular information such as differing
interpretations of land laws by local
governments are recorded on the
app, to smooth future applications
and boost shared learning.
“From day one we decided it has
to be a simple tool that can be used
by the people,” says Ashwini Chhatre,
Executive Director of the Bharti
Institute of Public Policy at the ISB,
and Director of the Tenure Facilityfunded project.
“Everywhere titling processes are
going through phases… and the fact
we’re able to see that information very
simply becomes the real power of the
tool,” Chhatre adds.

Like any new technology, adoption
has taken time, but even the most
reluctant communities, previously
wedded to pen and paper, have been
won over by the prospect of a simple
and powerful tool which works in
real-time and simplifies a land titling
process previously fraught with
challenges.
Often it is simply a matter of
helping people make the leap from
using technology in one part of their
life, to using it in another.
“Overcoming the technological
divide is very important,” notes
Chhatre. “People use WhatsApp and
lots of other applications seamlessly
for their entertainment, but using
such a technological tool as this,
which is very easily available, is
something that has never been
attempted in India before. The fact
that we’re going towards that now
can have far-reaching implications
across the country, and in other
places where the Tenure Facility
works.”

Furthermore, there is a transfer of
knowledge underway which could
have profound upsides for rural
communities where opportunities
to learn and use technological skills
are often highly limited. In the early
phases, the project has needed to rely
heavily on volunteers to input data in
the app, but that is starting to change,
with representatives in each village
increasingly becoming involved in
handling the app themselves.
In the village of Banalat in
Jharkhand, a young man named Bittu
had found little use for his schooling
and basic computer training, and
was thinking of moving to a larger
town for work. Now the project has
caught his attention, and may offer
an opportunity for him to hone
his skills, and play a vital role in his
community’s future. “Looking at the

name of our village (in the system)
and seeing the progress of these
forms that we fill in online is really
interesting, and the entry form seems
simple to work with,” he told project
staff.
After such a promising start,
the future looks bright for the
PMS. Currently operating across
multiple Indian states with priority
implementation, discussions are
underway to expand, and highranking politicians have expressed
a keen interest in adopting the
technology, which could unlock
significant economic opportunities
for India’s impoverished rural
communities as well as helping
resolve countless land disputes which
have, according to the ISB, cost the
Indian economy a staggering US$179
billion in stalled investments.
Meanwhile, the Tenure Facility’s
partners are continuing to refine
their approach, simplifying, learning
and sharing as they go. The positive
impacts are numerous, including for
historically marginalised rural women,
who are being afforded a chance to
engage in the land titling process,
in a way that simply wasn’t possible
previously.
“During my visits I see the women
of the villages taking a keen interest
in the PMS, and also in the claims
process,” says Kanhu Charan Sahani,
a Cluster Coordinator for the project.

“Women… understand the direct impact of
speeding up the claims process,”
Kanhu Charan Sahani, a Cluster Coordinator for the project

“They are the primary gatherers
of resources from the forests, so
they understand the direct impact
of speeding up the claims process,
so that their villages can obtain land
titles.”

India
The project has successfully
developed clear and practical
steps for communities to follow
when making land claims under
the Forest Rights Act, developing
tools and approaches to facilitate
large-scale filing of claims.
The project has trained more
than 800 facilitators and
6,000 community leaders,
engaging 5,000 communities
on community forest rights. An
additional 10,000 participants,
including Adivasi women,
participated in a 3-day indigenous
event which included community
forest rights awareness raising.
Almost 3,000 communities are
actively involved in compiling
claims, 2,815 of these have
submitted land claims to the
Government, representing an
area of 576, 801 hectares. 350
communities have received
officially recognised collective land
title.
138 communities have
completed the final stage of the
collective land process, which
involves establishing a Forest
Management Committee and
developing a Management Plan for
their collective forest titles.
In the life of the project, 2,913
Forest Rights Committees have
been formed and constitutions
developed. These institutions have
36,737 Scheduled Tribe members,
43% of whom are women.
The project’s achievements
are remarkable given very
challenging conditions during
implementation. These included
a negative Supreme Court ruling
on individual forest rights claims
and suggested amendments to the
Indian Forest Act which would have
undermined the Forest Rights Act
and community forest rights. State
and national elections, plus two
cyclones in the project area, also
impacted roll-out.
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A peaceful revolution:
Indonesia’s farmers break
stigma and stereotypes to
lead agrarian reform
Agrarian reform driven by farmers offers the chance for communities to
decide over their own futures, whilst developing sustainable models for
using their land and preserving forests.
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ntil recently, the idea that
Indonesia’s rural communities
themselves could drive muchneeded land reform seemed
impossibly far-fetched. These peasant
farmers, including some of the country’s
estimated 70 million Indigenous Peoples,
have for decades been caught between
powerful forces - squeezed by an
economic development agenda keen to
cash in on the country’s natural resources
on one side, and conservation efforts to
protect the massive forests which cover
vast swathes of Indonesia’s 13,000 islands
on the other.
After a prolonged period in which
marginalisation, criminalisation,
violence and land-loss at the hands
of unscrupulous operators were the
norm for many villages, the election of
President Joko Widodo on a platform
of comprehensive land reform offered a
ray of hope for the country’s millions of
peasant farmers.
Nonetheless, progress initially had
been slow. A much-trailed presidential
order failed to materialise, depredations
against marginalised rural communities
continued, and renewed efforts to protect
Indonesia’s tropical forests – the third
largest in the world – created tensions
with local people who lived there.
Meanwhile the Government’s unwieldy,
top-down approach to agrarian reform
meant that in some cases the wrong land
was being given to the wrong people in
the wrong places. There were fears that
vital momentum was being squandered.
But since late 2018, things have looked
brighter: President Widodo signed off on
an order aimed at fast-tracking ambitious
community-centred land reforms. This
came just four days after a meeting with
the Tenure Facility’s in-country partners,
who now find themselves in a potentially
game-changing position to help shape
agrarian reform, with a model that is
rooted in rural communities themselves,
and offers hopes of better co-existence
between Indonesia’s farming and
conservation agendas. This year they met
once again with the President, briefing
him on progress and challenges.
Indonesia’s forests are an extraordinary
living resource, home to around 15% of all
known plant, mammal and bird species
on the planet. Many of the country’s
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“I entrust the younger generation and the
women warriors of our village to continue
strengthening what we have achieved,”
Ibu Elah, the woman known as the “Mother of land rights defence”
in Badega village

indigenous and local communities
live alongside or rely on these
extraordinarily rich ecosystems for
their survival, but for decades their
rights have been ignored in the push
for development, which has led to
rapid habitat destruction, intractable
land conflicts, and grinding poverty
for rural populations.
Now a Tenure Facility-backed
project is amplifying already
impressive work by Indonesian civil
society groups, which has seen
the forging of a powerful alliance
between the Indigenous People’s
Alliance of the Archipelago (AMAN)
and the country’s largest national
organisation working for farmers,
the Consortium for Agrarian Reform
(KPA), as well as the Indigenous
Territory Registration Body (BRWA).
At the heart of this collaboration is
the implementation of a grass-roots
model for agrarian reform which
engages entire communities in
resolving land conflicts, reaching
consensus about land use and
agrarian reform, and developing
bespoke models for production
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and consumption on the land
which can offer both environmental
sustainability and brighter economic
prospects. This approach is called
Damara.
“Damara is making rural
communities more confident that
they can advocate for their land
themselves,” says Dewi Kartika,
Secretary General of KPA.
“During the bad times, peasant
farmers often saw themselves
as victims. Damara is a way or
transforming them into land rights
defenders. Damara is helping the
whole village - including women,
and youth groups - to have the
capacity, and the knowledge to
implement people-based agrarian
reform, to understand the policy
context, to understand their rights
and the constitution, and be ready to
negotiate with other actors including
the Government and private sector,
backed by agreed principles of
agrarian reform.”
Damara is carried out both in areas
where land conflicts have been

Indonesia

resolved and state-sanctioned land
distribution has taken place, and
also in areas where recognition has
not yet been granted but capacity
building is needed. It is part of a wider
approach to land reform which aims
to tackle many of the weaknesses
that advocates for indigenous and
rural communities see in the current
governmental approach. Up to now,
these communities have had little
or no voice in the discussion over
land reform, meaning that proposed
initiatives undertaken by Jakarta to
redistribute 9 million hectares of land
often bore little relation to needs
on the ground, to the extent that
some impoverished and indigenous
communities were in fact having
land taken away from them and
given to wealthy operators. Part of
the problem was a chronic lack of
accurate information with which
to resolve land disputes. Now a
central element to Damara is the
accumulation of agreed facts and
data – which includes communities
learning themselves how to accurately
map land and develop a consensus
on land use. This data is then both
available to the Government and
private investors, as well as being a
vital tool for communities fighting for
their rights to be recognised.
Damara does not merely help
farming communities regain their
rights to collective land, but also to
protect them moving forward, as well

as ensuring that activities respect and
conserve the country’s invaluable
natural heritage. In the East Javan
village of Kulon Bangbang, farmers
have set up a credit union, which not
only offers financing opportunities,
but also means that if families need to
use their share of communal land as
collateral, the deeds are held by the
union - staying within the community,
rather than falling into the hands of a
bank or external business, which has
previously led to the fragmentation of
village lands.
In Badega village, where land
conflicts have been resolved, the
Damara process is supporting farmers
to sustainably ramp up production
of vegetables, coffee and rice,
offering the hope of meaningful
and environmentally sustainable
economic development.
“After 40 years of struggling
for recognition of our land rights
and agrarian reform, at last now
I feel calm because we can fully
concentrate on the fertility of our
lands,” says Ibu Elah, who grows
chillies, potatoes, coffee, cabbage
and corn on her land, and is the
woman known as the “Mother of land
rights defence” in Badega.
“We can make it productive for
our children and grandchildren.
I am getting older, but I entrust
the younger generation and the
women warriors of our village to
continue strengthening what we have
achieved,” she adds.
While Damara is a determinedly
forward-looking approach, it also
focuses heavily on resolving longstanding land disputes, which can be
so detrimental to rural development.
Where such tensions run high,
Damara not only helps to build
consensus, but also demonstrates
what is possible once conflicts are
laid to rest. Neighbouring villages
to Badega for example, where
decades-long disagreements persist,
have joined in the capacity-building
process, giving them better tools
to solve problems that previously
seemed intractable.
Crucially, as part of the Tenure
Facility funded project, KPA, who
championed Damara, is working with
AMAN to roll it out for indigenous
communities, rejecting a one-

size-fits all approach in favour of
something adapted to specific
cultural sensitivities and contexts. It
is delicate but important work – not
a quick fix, rather a solution rooted in
communities, both sustainable and
respectful of the rights of Indonesia’s
diverse rural poor.
The Tenure Facility-backed project
aims to see rights recognition for 200
indigenous communities and 300,000
hectares of land and forest, as well as

“Damara is a way
or transforming
peasant farmers
into land rights
defenders”
Dewi Kartika, Secretary
General of KPA

titling another half million hectares as
indigenous territory and establishing
agreements between communities
and forest agencies for collaborative
management over a further quarter of
a million hectares. But the real upside
could be convincing the Government
that the Damara model, which places
indigenous and rural communities at
the heart of the process, is the best
way to achieve sustainable, lowconflict land reform, offering wins
both economically and in terms of
conservation.
“The Tenure Facility’s support
makes us feel so much more
confident about what we can
achieve,” Dewi says. “It’s a long
process, but this project gives us an
opportunity to have the most mature
approach possible to implementing
Damara, as well as showing both
the Government and the wider
population that people-based
agrarian reform can work.”

Indonesia
An aggregate total of 1,637,168 hectares
of land has been demarcated, with
maps submitted to the Government,
for eventual hand-over to rural and
Indigenous communities, and inclusion
in the ONE Map programme – important
steps to ensure tenure rights recognition
at local and central government level.
This benefits a total of 473 communities.
Participatory mapping and socioculture-history data collecting of
indigenous communities have being
carried out in 30 communities in the
Poso and Kepulaun Aru areas, opening
the door for them to submit claims
for recognition of their indigenous
territories.
4 out of a total of 5 districts within
AMAN passed local regulation to
recognise Indigenous Peoples’ land rights
during 2019. These districts are home to
at least 73 Indigenous communities, 45
of whom are AMAN members. Of these,
25 communities have already completed
mapping of their territories, totalling
403, 238 hectares. During these
processes, both women and youth
groups have been playing a leading role.
For the local community agrarian
groups under KPA, the total land
prepared for prioritised, bottom-up,
community-led agrarian reform (LPRA),

and submitted to the Government has
reached 156,119 hectares or 62.5% of
the 250,000 hectares target. KPA also
submitted a substantial amount of LPRA
data to the Provincial government of
Sulawesi Selatan and Sulawesi Tengah
covering around 128,350 hectares.
A total of 284,469 hectares have
been submitted to local and provincial
governments.
Up to December 2019, the KPA work
has achieved land redistribution to 3
local communities, in areas identified
by the Government as targets for
conflict resolution. On-the-ground
progress means that a rapid increase
in redistributed land, up to and beyond
the target, is possible in the coming 12
months.
A collaborative agreement between
Indigenous community and National
Parks administration saw 25,229
hectares of Indigenous territories
being recognised as traditional
zoning, where communities have rights
to manage the land.
KPA has organised Damara villages in
6 locations in 6 districts. 3 of them are
in districts where land redistribution has
been arranged by the government and
the remaining 3 are in the districts where
the redistribution of land is in progress.
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A

lice Cammue may be a
traditional chief for the Jorpolu
Clan in rural Liberia, but like
most women in Liberian
society, her land rights have always been
severely curtailed, bartered by families for
a bride price, and overruled by husbands
who view their wives as commodities.
“Property can’t own property,” the old

saying goes.

Their rightful place:
Liberian women shrug off
centuries of marginalisation
in rural communities
For centuries Liberian women have been relegated to the role of virtual
property, now new legislation and a Tenure Facility backed project are
placing them at the heart of collective land reform.
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Now Chief Alice aims to help change
all this. She is leading the charge to take
advantage of new national legislation,
and a Tenure Facility-backed project,
which could reverse centuries of land
rights injustice for communities, whilst
placing women at the heart of communal
decision-making.
Recent Liberian history has done much
to highlight the discrepancy between the
vital role women play in shaping society,
and the paltry rights they have enjoyed:
in rural communities, it is the women
who most often use the land, harvesting
from forests or working the fields. But if
their fathers or spouses decide to sell that
land, there has been little that women
could do. During the savage civil war that
tore the country apart between 1989
and 2003, it was women who bore the
brunt of the violence, raped and killed as
they attempted to find food and water
for their families, or recruited as slaves
by warbands. Yet in 2002 it was a group
of Liberian women whose peaceful but
determined protests helped force the
combatants to the negotiating table,
resulting in the 2003 Ghana Peace
Accord. Post-conflict, women have
continued to be marginalised, despite
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf becoming the first
female head-of-state in post-colonial
Africa.
A significant turning point was the
passing, after years of debate, of the Land
Rights Act (LRA) in 2018. This law not
only aims to recognise and protect the
rights of rural communities, but also to
bolster the land rights of women in these
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“It is our land too, and now we have a
chance for our voices to be truly heard.”

Liberia

Alice Cammue, a traditional chief for the Jorpolu Clan in rural Liberia.

communities. The passage of this
legislation and the wider conversation
it has created in Liberian society
has proven a perfect opportunity
for the Tenure Facility: its funding
has supported Liberian partners
in building the capacity of local
communities to apply to have their
lands mapped and recognised, whilst
also creating local power structures
to oversee communal lands where
women are equally represented.
A pilot project in 2017 brought
together civil society, local
populations, private sector and the
Government to draft and develop a
guide for communities to self-identify,
a vital first step on the road to full
land rights recognition. The new

project, begun in January 2019, aims
to take that work further, guiding 24
communities totalling more than
100,000 people and covering nearly
584,000 hectares of land through
the later steps of the process,
whilst also empowering women
and developing guidelines for a
wider roll-out. The Tenure Facility’s
partners are developing a common
methodology for participatory
mapping, as well as putting in place
by-laws and constitutions which
could fundamentally transform
decision-making in rural Liberia,
ironing out many of the injustices that
underpin tensions over land, including
ingrained gender inequality.
Resplendent in a flowing, vividlycoloured Ankara gown, Chief Alice is

determined to make the most of her
new-found influence to create a more
certain future, not just for her people,
but for the wider rural population.
She urges her community to embrace
an open and transparent approach
to the mapping process, reinforcing
traditional norms of cooperation with
neighbouring clans, ahead of the
sensitive work ahead. “The Jorpolu
clan must work closely with our
neighbours, speaking to them so that
we can resolve any differences and
map our boundaries successfully,” she
says.
“I also urge women to play a
central role in this process. It is our
land too, and now we have a chance
for our voices to be truly heard.”
Chief Alice has become a vital

“People are very aware of sleeping
conflicts over land,”
Raymond Samndong, the Tenure Facility’s Project Officer.
advocate for the project, raising
awareness and engagement in the
surrounding communities to pursue
land rights recognition, as well as
proving a powerful model for the new
dynamic role that women can play in
deciding over their lands.
Already eight communities,
covering almost 290,000 hectares,
have developed by-laws with
women’s land rights enshrined, as
part of the project.
“Chief Cammue has an extensive
network in the area, she’s trusted, and
she has the gift of communicating
the value of formalising customary
land. She’s been essential to getting
communities engaged in the process,”
says Nyahn Flomo, Programme
Coordinator with Parley Liberia, one
of the project partners.
There are truly exciting opportunities
presented by this project, which
is being driven by the Foundation
for Community Initiatives (FCI),
Parley Liberia and the Sustainable
Development Institute (SDI), as well
as the Government’s Land Authority.
Strengthening of relations between
civil society and government
means that the successes of the
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project should become more easily
replicable in the rest of the country.
Meanwhile, creating a roadmap to
enable communities across Liberia
to exercise their rights under the new
legislation would also help counteract
tensions over land, which fueled the
devastating civil war, and which have
continued to simmer in the years since.
Indeed, conflict reduction in a
highly complex environment such
as Liberia is one of the potential
great prizes for the project, but also
a daily challenge: long-standing
tensions over land have been further
complicated by the legacy of war,
which saw mass displacement of
populations. The project navigates
these potentially treacherous
waters, taking inspiration from Chief
Cammue’s spirit of inclusiveness and
transparency, according to Raymond
Samndong, the Tenure Facility’s
Project Officer.
“People are very aware of sleeping
conflicts over land,” Samndong states.
“We manage this through a very
broad-based participatory process
in the mapping phase, creating an
atmosphere where people can talk
about potential tensions. We want
everyone’s voice to be heard.”

By the end of 2019, 20 out of 24
targeted communities, covering
a total 557,719 hectares had
successfully completed and
validated the self-identification
process, a vital first step towards
the recognition of communal land
rights. A total of 108,130 people
benefited. This represents the first
significant efforts in the country
to formalise customary lands under
the 2018 Land Rights Law. 4 of
the 20 communities to complete
this step have also developed
bylaws and governance bodies to
develop and manage collective
lands. A further 8 communities
are in the process of finalising
their bylaws. In the communities
to have completed this process,
women’s rights have been
well-represented, with women
occupying 50% of positions, in
line with agreed quota provisions.
In 2019, the Liberian Land
Authority trained 3 verification
teams, whose job it is to verify
the community-driven land
rights recognition process. These
teams became operational at the
beginning of 2020.
A total of 3 joint activities to
train up project teams and
community mobilisers were
held, bringing together dozens of
participants, from 9 of Liberia’s 15
counties, to cover topics including
the land formalisation process,
land governance, boundary
harmonisation and participatory
mapping, with both classroom
and field-based learning. This
enabled trainees to test tools
under the supervision of trainers,
both opening the door to a wider
roll-out, and also informing further
review and adjustment of tools
and approaches. One participant
Civil Society Organisation (CSO)
is using the skills acquired to
support 6 communities covering
56,715 hectares through the rights
recognition process.
The project continues to work
to resolve challenges in a highly
complex working environment,
where deep-rooted conflicts often
make agreement on community
boundaries difficult. A CSO coordination platform has been established
to improve information sharing and
lesson learning from the field.
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Theatre of peace:
local solutions to local
land disputes in Mali
Land disputes have helped fuel rising tensions in Mali, but awareness
raising and community-based land commissions offer a chance to boost
grass-roots conﬂict resolution.
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he sun beats down on the
clustered ramshackle dwellings
and surrounding dust-dry fields,
whilst under the much-needed
shade of trees, actors have turned the
bare ground into their stage, using simple
props and every-day clothes to portray a
family drama, recreating scenes familiar
to rural Malians all over the country.
Travelling from village to remote village
connected by winding sandy roads,
they perform in front of rapt audiences
far more used to backbreaking labour
cultivating corn and manioc, than to the
excitements of street theatre.
But whilst the performance has all the
elements of a good play – arguments,
drama, and a happy ending– this is
not mere entertainment, rather it is
performative education, a key to raising
awareness in rural Mali over land rights,
and potentially an important tool to
reduce conflicts in a land which has in
past years descended from relative peace
into bloodshed.
The tale is one of Barou, a frustrated
young man who secretly sells his parents’
land to fund his travels to Europe to seek
his fortune. It is only when his parents and
their village chief explain the strength of
new legislation protecting ancestral lands,
and the opportunity that this provides
for younger generations to help build a
brighter future within their communities,
that the young man sees the error of
his ways, the greedy, rich would-be
purchaser is sent packing, and Barou
urges other young people to abandon
thoughts of foreign adventures in favour
of the riches and roots of their local
territorial legacy. After each performance
the entire community has the chance
to ask questions and to discuss the
implications of the new laws for them.
By harnessing tools like this street
performance, a Tenure Facility-backed
project is hoping to educate, and
transform that knowledge into power,
allowing rural communities to exercise
rights they didn’t even know they had,
helping break a cycle of low-level
conflicts which have helped fuel the
country’s current woes.
Mali’s recent history is not a happy
one – a toxic mix of religious, cultural
and political fractures, fed by increasing
tensions over access to land and
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way. In the village of Pelengana Were,
87 hectares were unilaterally seized
by the state to install solar panels:
after an intervention by the Cofo, an
amicable solution was found, and
the villagers were compensated for
their losses. The scale is small, but
the opportunity to defuse grass-roots
tensions before they escalate into
wider conflagrations is an increasingly
adopted tactic in many of the world’s
most intractable conflicts, where topdown efforts to restore and maintain
peace have failed.
“This project can contribute
substantially to the securing of lands
and forests for rural communities, and
as a result of that, boost economic
development,” says Traore Brahima,
the Project Coordinator. “Supporting
communities to prevent and resolve
land conflicts is an essential part of
pacifying social tensions within Mali.”

“Supporting communities to prevent and
resolve land conflicts is an essential part
of pacifying social tensions within Mali.”
Traore Brahima, the Project Coordinator.
resources, has seen violence erupt in
both northern and central parts of the
country. Whilst the sudden collapse
of stability surprised some, many
of the roots of conflict have been
deepening and spreading for years,
arguably from colonial times and
into independence, when territory
was unilaterally seized from local
communities by administrators, the
state, or private investors.
Any attempts at redress became
bogged down in the country’s slowmoving courts, which eventually
became hopelessly clogged with
endless unresolved land disputes.
Corruption was rife and justice a
distant dream for all but the most
powerful. Through all of this,
impoverished rural communities
enjoyed few land rights, and even
recent legislative breakthroughs have
passed most isolated communities
by, meaning exploitation has been
permitted to continue. Educational
opportunities have been declining,
with only 21 percent of boys and 15
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percent of girls going into secondary
education. Unsurprisingly, poorer
rural communities, where there are
often no shops or healthcare, let
alone quality education, have been
particularly badly affected. The
worsening impacts of climate change
have exacerbated an already bleak
situation, as conflicts over land and
water become ever more acute in
the face of dwindling resources, with
crops regularly devastated by extreme
weather which can see fields flooded
by torrential rains and baked dry all in
the space of a few months.
The Tenure Facility’s partners,
the National Coordinating Body of
Peasant Organisations in Mali (CNOP)
and HELVETAS Swiss Intercooperation,
are working, from the bottom up,
to turn the tide: from captivating
street theatre to mass awarenessraising and training of thousands of
people – men, women and youth,
village leaders to cattle herders – our
partners have been working on the

ground to educate rural populations
about their rights, particularly the
Agricultural Land Act of 2017. This
legislation advances the recognition
of customary rights, offers to improve
governance, strengthens the rights
of women, and affirms the conflict
resolution role of local grass-roots
bodies known as Cofo, or Land
Commissions. These commissions
utilise traditional conflict resolution
approaches and their legitimacy
as truly local actors to untangle
previously intractable land disputes.
Early results have been promising:
an initial pilot project in 2015 funded
by the Tenure Facility successfully
reduced conflict by 35 percent in
participating villages and by 25
percent in participating municipalities
in the space of 22 months.
The new project has shown similar
promise: At the beginning of 2019 in a
sample area of 45 villages or selected
sites 225 separate land disputes were
identified. By the end of the year,
this figure had dropped by 60%, with
135 conflicts managed by the local
Land Commission, securing 13,500
hectares of land. In cases where
communities would previously have
lost their land and been left with
nothing but bitterness and bad blood,
Cofos are helping to find a middle

As Mali finds itself on the frontline of
climate change, the Tenure Facilitybacked project is also exploring new
models of making land communal,
reducing conflict and maximising
its value, both to humans and the
environment. As part of this, our
partners have set up the first intercommunal forest in the country, in an
area which has historically suffered
from tensions over land access.
Not only does the 4420-hectare
Yorosso Intercommunal Forest
point to a more sustainable shared

“Because of the project, the men of our
village have started to understand the
roles and responsibilities of women”
Ms Kadiatou Sangare, a member of the Kandjila Cofo
future, it has also helped empower
women. Traditionally marginalised
from community decision-making,
new structures set up to manage the
shared venture have given women
more prominent roles, and better
access to the shea nuts, palm,
firewood and other natural resources
contained within the forest. This in
turn has improved their incomes,
having a knock-on effect on family
health, child-rearing, health, food
and nutrition. It is this sort of interconnectedness which the Tenure
Facility believes can help ramp up
the benefits of its projects. In the
Cofos too, women are seizing the
opportunity to take a more active role.
“Before, for women to speak
about land was taboo,” Ms Kadiatou
Sangare says. “Because of the
project, the men of our village have
started to understand the roles and
responsibilities of women within the
community. Today I am a member
of the Kandjila Cofo, and I am part of
the decision-making process. At the
meeting to set up the Cofo, of the 145
people present, 75 were women,” she
adds.

Mali
During 2019, 45 Village Land
Commissions (COFOs) were
established, with members being
trained on the LFA, the Malian
land law relevant to recognition of
customary land, reaching around
6750 people, including 2500
women, raising awareness levels
on customary land rights.
During the year, there was an
estimated drop of 60% in ongoing
land conflicts in 45 villages/
selected sites, from a high of 225
in January 2019, with 135 of these
conflicts being managed by
COFOs. This could ensure security
for an estimated 13500 hectares
of land.
A gender workshop was held
in Bamako to reinforce gender
equality programming within the
project, which resulted in an action
plan to boost the role of women
within the project.
Significant progress was made
during 2019 in terms of project
planning, staff hiring and the
establishment of effective
and coordinated management
structures. A guide for the
establishment of COFOs was
developed and shared with
stakeholders, in an important step
towards significant upscaling.
Challenges have included a lack
of cooperation and/or capacity
from elements within the provincial
and state administrations. The
risk of tensions with neighbouring
villages not involved in the project
has also been identified. This will
be mitigated by involving them in
upcoming activities. There are also
challenges both with omissions
in existing legislation, and the
emergence of new proposed laws
which could undermine recent
land rights and conflict resolution
gains, although project partners
have received backing for the
COFO model from the Ministry of
Agriculture.
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o walk the dusty streets in
Cavucane, lined with ramshackle
dwellings, where the inhabitants’
hand-to-mouth existence is
never more than a bad harvest or major
storm away from calamity, you’d be hard
pressed to guess that Mozambique’s
long-suffering people enjoy some of
the strongest land rights in Africa, in one
of the continent’s most resource-rich
countries.

“Our raw material is land
rights”: the Mozambican
value chain to empower
rural communities
Land rights as raw commodity in a value chain to drive change – the
Tenure Facility’s partners use innovative methods to support a brighter
and more peaceful future.
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There’s good reason for this: for
centuries the vast southern African
country has attracted profiteers of every
variety, lured by the promise of riches,
where greed has fuelled seemingly
endless rounds of bitter conflict over land,
culminating in a brutal 17-year civil war
that ended in 1992, leaving Mozambique’s
economy and infrastructure largely in
ruins.
Up until that moment Mozambicans
had wielded little or no power, caught
between competing interests of Arab
slave traders, Portuguese colonialists
and a rapacious post-colonial political
class. In the post-conflict shakedown,
numerous laws, including a new
Constitution, promised change: the state
would own all lands, but citizens would
have use rights, with legislation crafted
to ensure that natural resources were
equitably shared.
In reality, not only did these changes
largely fail to materialise for most
Mozambicans, instead a blend of political
apathy, corruption, and abject education
levels means that to this day, most people
remain entirely unaware even of their
potential rights. Far from harmonious
and sustainable use of their birth-right,
rural communities have watched others
decimate their natural resources, and
simmering resentment has fuelled fears
of a return to the bloody land conflicts
of the past. Put simply, in a country like
Mozambique, knowledge is power, and
up to now a profoundly ill-informed
populace has remained largely powerless.
“Our forests were illegally chopped
down, because we didn’t know about
our rights,” says 47-year old Rofina de
Oliveira, who lives in Cavucane.
The Tenure Facility’s partners are
working to change this: armed with an
innovative ‘rights value chain’ (CaVaTeCo)
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which aims to maximise communities’
abilities to understand, wield and
sustainably benefit from the country’s
progressive land laws, the land rights
NGO, ORAM Nampula, alongside
mapping and land services company
Terra Firma, conservation NGO
Nitidae and LUPA, are helping turn
the tide of centuries of ignorance.
Cavucane has been an early success,
and CaVaTeCo offers its residents the
promise of a brighter future.
“We couldn’t benefit at all from
our forests before. Now we know
our rights, and as a community
we’ve come up with a plan on how
to sustainably use our land, and how
to keep the loggers out,” de Oliveira
adds.
Calisto Ribeiro, ORAM
representative in Nampula,
sees existing land rights within
Mozambican law as the “raw
materials” in the CaVaTeCo value
chain. The transformation of these
materials/rights is achieved through
raising awareness and establishing
community-based mechanisms and
processes to exercise these rights,
whilst also including state and civil
society actors.
The “product”? Secure land
rights, sustainable development, and
opportunities linked to equitable
access to land and natural resources.
“Rural people are extremely
marginalised, they’re always put to
one side in political and economic
discussions. If you’re not educated
in Mozambique, you have very little
room to express yourself,” Ribeiro says.
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“As a community we’ve come up with a
plan on how to sustainably use our land,”
Rofina de Oliveira, Cavucane resident

“If you look at Mozambique, its
history has been characterised by
violence, and that violence has been
about land. We need to create a
peaceful and sustainable solution
for the benefit of all people, so that
ongoing tensions over land can be
reduced.”
In practical terms this means
delineation of communal lands,
so that communities know clearly
how far their rights extend, and the
building of capacity at a grass-roots
level to sustainably manage and
protect those lands and rights moving
forward. The CaVaTeCo approach
crucially offers a credible alternative
to the unwieldy national-level process
to land rights recognition, which has
proven inaccessible, slow and liable to
corruption. The building blocks of this
innovative alternative are so-called
local associations and the relevant
customary leaders, who produce,
with approval from the authorities,
a “Declaration of Acquisition of
Land Rights”, which holds the same
equivalent force as state-issued
land titles. Whilst the process is
community-run, the methods are
cutting edge: partners Terra Firma use
advanced satellite mapping to ensure

accurate demarcation.
This documentation is then
registered in a People’s Cadastre,
which will over time become a
comprehensive record of locally
recognised and legally enforceable
land rights.
The chance to shake off the legacy
of marginalisation is motivating
communities wherever the project
is being established, from the
humid mangroves on the country’s
densely populated coast, to the
forested slopes of its second highest
mountain.
“We really want to drive our
association forward. We want to
assert our rights and leave a legacy
to our children and grandchildren,”
says Mario Braimo, leader of the
Community Association None Sana of
Tapua community, in Moma District.
It is not just local communities who
are happy to develop capabilities and
mechanisms to have their land rights
recognised. Government officials
too can see the benefits of a process
that not only has buy-in from the
population, but also makes them less
dependent on a poorly resourced and
stretched state.
“It gives more confidence to

the process,” says Augusto Igrejas,
Director of Agriculture and Economic
Activities Department in Ile District,
Zambezia Province.
“And because it leaves a legacy
in the community through the
transfer of technology and skills, the
communities themselves can take
ownership of the process. That’s
why we as a District Government,
recognise that this process is so
advantageous.”
In recognition of the importance
of government buy-in, and the severe
constraints they face, local officials
are often involved in training, allowing
them to build up their skills alongside
the communities they serve.
In a first for a Tenure Facility
project, the Mozambique initiative
does not only concern itself with
communal land rights, but also local
land rights. After, and only after,
communal land rights have been
established and capacity built within
the community to effectively manage
these lands, does the project focus
on the family level, demarcating
individual parcels.
This step both acknowledges
that Mozambican law recognises
individual rather than communal land
rights, but also that intra-communal
tensions over land can be the spark to
ignite larger conflicts. In a more literal
sense, the clear delineation of family
plots has seen another unexpected
upside: the reduction of damaging
fires, which had previously been
deliberately started by farmers as part
of long-standing agricultural practice,
only to spread to neighbouring
lands, causing devastation. A clear
awareness at a family level of both
land rights and responsibilities has
seen the incidence of blazes decline
sharply.
More broadly, the project sees

“We need to create a peaceful and sustainable solution for the benefit of all
people, so that ongoing tensions over
land can be reduced.”
Calisto Ribeiro, ORAM representative in Nampula,
the preservation of Mozambique’s
rich ecosystems, including vast
forests that cover 70 percent of the
population, as central to its mission.
The conservation credentials of
partners Nitidae are part of concerted
efforts to work collaboratively with
communities to ensure sustainable
management of their newly
recognised lands, also the chance
to protect them better from both
internal and external threats. The
Tapua community in Nampula
Province once enjoyed the economic
benefits and even the cyclone
protection of large mangrove forests,
edging the boundary between the
ocean and the land.
“In the past, our mangrove forests
were very extensive. This is where
we caught crab and small fish for
sale, and to eat,” says Atifo Said, a
village elder. Years of harvesting for
charcoal production and housebuilding materials have decimated the
mangroves however.
“Today there are no trees here,
and all the crab and fish have also
disappeared,” he adds.
The Tenure Facility-supported
project offers a possible way back.
Mapping is under way, and a new
local association has been set up
to develop a sustainable model for
managing the village’s resources. Atifo
Said hopes that it will not just be the
community that benefits, but also the
vital habitat they call home.

Mozambique
The Project was launched in July
2019, with an initial focus on a
set-up phase and introducing
the project to communities and
local authorities. Inception was
also slightly delayed by political
developments, including national
elections. Despite this, some
significant progress was made
in the first 6 months, including
the full establishment of 8 new
community associations. An
open and freely accessible online
data system was established, and
an extensive baseline survey
for monitoring, evaluation and
learning was undertaken, with data
disaggregated by gender.
In the remaining 2 years of the
project, the partners aim to secure
and protect rights over land and
communal resources for 60 rural
communities over an estimated
120,000 hectares, benefiting
33,500 families. At least 40% of
these land holdings should be in
the name of women, either as sole
or co-holders.
The project will support the
scaling up of the CaVaTeCo and
will also see the development of
the People’s Cadastre, a digital
platform for the recording of
certified community and family
land use rights. Three further subprojects aim at securing land rights
in 3 different geographical areas,
each with unique socio-ecological
conditions, in order to maximise
lesson-learning ahead of further
scaling-up.
Progress has been achieved in
challenging political conditions,
including the spreading of
misinformation by another
organization which caused three
villages to withdraw from the
project. A visit from the partners to
clarify the situation ensured that
all 3 villages once more agreed to
participate.
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Panama

L

iving with few resources, locked
out from spheres of power in the
land, and sometimes divided by
disagreements, the Indigenous
Peoples of Panama have often found
their voices drowned out by dominant
economic and political forces, as they
struggled for their land rights, and to
protect the extraordinary natural heritage
of the country’s vast forests.

United we stand: Panama’s
Indigenous Peoples come
together in struggle for land
rights recognition
After years of divisions, Indigenous Peoples are uniting to push the
Government to honour its commitments to respect their rights, and
to protect the forests they call home.
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Despite a long history of resistance to
colonialism, and a deep pride in their rich
cultures which has seen many traditions
survive creeping modernisation, many of
Panama’s estimated 417,000 indigenous
people have found themselves squeezed
to the margins of society in one of
the richest – but also most unequal –
countries in the region.
Whilst the Panamanian legal
framework for indigenous rights is
considered progressive by global
standards, with the first indigenous
territory being created as early as 1930,
the reality on the ground has been far less
positive: discrimination, racism, lack of
access to education and health, and the
exploitation and pollution of indigenous
land and natural resources by outside
actors. Meanwhile efforts to fight back
were chronically hindered by internal
divisions between different factions,
culminating in the partial breakup of
COONAPIP, the unifying national body
representing indigenous interests. Unable
to come together, they were easy for the
Government to ignore when it came to
critical issues such respecting indigenous
rights in land which overlapped with
designated conservation areas identified
by the authorities.
Just a few years later, much has
improved: united once more, armed with
technical expertise and an understanding
of their rights, Panama’s Indigenous
Peoples have been taking on and talking
to the Government, successfully arguing
their case, and opening up the possibility
of major progress in the recognition and
defence of their rights over ancestral
lands, which also happen to be vital in the
fight against global heating.
“Today everything has changed
radically. The traditional authorities are
empowered, and officials think twice
before lying to them or making promises
they won’t keep,” says Manuel Martinez,
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“This unity has become the bastion
of our struggle.”
Eliceo Quintero, from the Ngabe people.

“Today everything has changed radically.
The traditional authorities are empowered”
Manuel Martinez, Coordinator for the Tenure Facility-backed project

Coordinator for the Tenure Facilitybacked project which has supported
this change in fortunes.
“Everyone who’s been immersed
in the project is fully aware of their
rights now, and they’re demanding
them without fear. We’re no longer
treated as ignorant, but as equals.”
As the world faces up to the urgent
need to preserve carbon-storing
forests in a bid to tackle climate
change, research has pointed
ever more strongly to the role of
Indigenous people – who have lived
in, off and alongside some of Earth’s
most important forests for centuries,
as guardians of these vital natural
reserves.
In Panama however, Indigenous
Peoples attempting to make use of
existing legislation to secure their land
rights found that the Government’s
conservation plans saw their tenure
applications blocked in areas
adjoining or covering protected areas,
denying at a stroke indigenous rights
to forest they have dwelt in since
before memory.
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Quite apart from deep suspicion
within indigenous communities - born
out of decades of marginalisationthat conservation laws were being
used as a cover to support the
interests of wealthy extractive
industries, indigenous groups were
convinced that the authorities
were incorrectly interpreting the
law. Individual communities, most
deeply impoverished and reliant on
a meagre mixture of hunting, fishing,
subsistence farming and handicrafts
to eke out a living, could do little to
defend their interests. The problem
was exacerbated by the fact that
COONAPIP, which was supposed to
represent indigenous interests, was
struggling with internal divisions and
mismanagement, culminating in a
decision by several indigenous groups
to withdraw altogether, meaning
there was no longer a unifying
umbrella representing the interests of
all of Panama’s indigenous people.
With the Tenure Facility’s backing
since an initial pilot project in 2015,
there have been concerted efforts

to turn the tide. Working together,
COONAPIP and the Promotion
and Social Development Program
(PRODESCO), a Panamanian NGO supported by Tenure Facility funding
and expertise - have embarked on
an ambitious land mapping exercise,
as well as opening up dialogue to
overcome legal challenges.
COONAPIP has been slowly building
back - and building back better –
re-establishing relations and trust
across indigenous communities,
reinforcing their technical
capacities, and taking the legal
fight to the Government. In 2019,
after much work, the 5 indigenous
territories which had renounced
their COONAPIP membership felt
confident enough to rejoin. This
display of unity and resolve has forced
the authorities in Panama City to
take Indigenous Peoples and their
rights more seriously: where before
indigenous representatives were
made to wait for hours for meetings
during which their views were largely
ignored and those of government
officials went unquestioned, relations
now are on a far more equal footing.
Round after round of meetings with
officials have been heavy weather,
but have generated new respect
and understanding between the two

sides, and new confidence which
has filtered through indigenous
populations.
“To indigenous communities the
lack of territorial security makes
us very vulnerable. Thanks to this
project, COONAPIP has reached new
levels of strength and capacity,” says
Eliceo Quintero, from the Ngabe
people.
“This unity has become the bastion
of our struggle. Our positions and
our decision-making have been
strengthened, and we’ve made real
progress in the struggle for our
collective rights.”
This new momentum has
culminated in a major breakthrough
in November 2019.The Ministry of
Environment declared a resolution
recognising the legitimacy of
indigenous rights in lands overlapping
conservation areas, saying that
indigenous and conservation
and indigenous interests were
complementary and reinforcing,
opening the way for previously
mothballed applications to be
completed. This was a highly
significant moment. Not only
does it offer the possibility of
indigenous rights in Panama finally
being protected, but it also tackles
the misconception, generated by
the Government’s position, that
indigenous tenure over forests
they have relied on for generations,
and conservation objectives, were

somehow incompatible.
“This resolution is an example at
both national and international level
of the compatibility of indigenous
collective properties and protected
areas,” says Marcelo Guerra, President
of COONAPIP, who has worked
tirelessly to place his organisation
on a footing to effectively champion
indigenous rights in Panama.
“This sets an important precedent,
contributing to the protection of our
ancestral land rights, and also to the
protection of natural resources. It
will help reduce illegal land grabbing
and the destruction of our home, the
forest.”
The knock-on effects of the
resolution could generate more good
news in the coming months and
years: in 2018 President Juan Carlos
Varela vetoed the creation of a new
indigenous territory for the Naso Tjër
Di people, bordering on the worldfamous La Amistad International Park,
and Palo Seco Forest. In 2019 the
Supreme Court took up the case, and
the Environment Ministry’s decision
raises hopes that the Naso Tjër Di’s
rights will finally be legally recognised.
“I am so happy with this resolution,”
says Rufina Santana, from the Naso
people.
“Hopefully one day soon our
dream will finally come true. After 40
years of struggles, surely at least our
children and the generations to come
will be able to enjoy our own land.”

Panama
Ongoing capacity-building of
partners and confi dence building
with key stakeholders began to
bear fruit in 2019. Signifi cantly,
COONAPIP has reintegrated
previous members who had left
over perceived nepotism and
mismanagement. This means that
COONAPIP now represents all 7
indigenous peoples, across 12
administrative entities, providing
unity to advance the indigenous
agenda, and pressure the state to
meet its obligations.
10 Collective title applications
have been presented to and
accepted by the Land Agency. Two
of these, covering an area of 3500
hectares, have been validated and
processed and are now pending
approval.
In a major breakthrough after
months of meetings, the Ministry
of Environment announced a
resolution upholding the legality
of indigenous land rights in and
near conservation areas, saying
conservation and indigenous land
rights are complementary and
mutually reinforcing.
A case for the recognition of
160,000 hectares of Naso Tjër Di
territory has been taken up by the
Supreme Court.
The project has created guiding
material to support communities
through the land titling process, and
a titling procedure manual is in draft.
In a total of 7 collective territories,
452 people, including 189
women, have been trained on
various topics including Leadership,
Indigenous Laws and Rights,
Territorial Management, Community
Mapping and Confl ict Resolution.
Protection against encroachment
has been strengthened in an area
totalling 1.3 million hectares,
where communities have since
awareness-raising been signifi cantly
more vocal in defence of their rights.
Complaints over illegal roadbuilding, land invasion and
deforestation have been lodged
with the Ministry of Environment
and Public Prosecutors offi ce during
2019, although the response has so
far been slow.
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Peru

O

n stage, indigenous leaders
stood shoulder to shoulder
with some of the most
influential politicians in the
land, whilst in the audience they watched
on, the raw emotion palpable. Many
were dressed in the native costumes of
their communities, resplendent in headdresses, or with daubs of bright paint on
their faces. Some clutched signs, and one
simply read: Thank You.

Righting historic wrongs:
Peru’s Indigenous Peoples
finally receive land rights
recognition
After decades in which their voices were drowned out in the clamour
to exploit the Amazon’s riches, Indigenous Peoples are finally seeing
their land rights recognised.
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In the far north of Peru in late May
2019, Peruvian President Martin
Vizcarra, flanked by his Ministers of
Health, Environment and Agriculture,
had come to make right an historic
injustice, handing land titles to 66 native
communities covering 657,921 hectares
of forest across 7 provinces, finally giving
them collective ownership over forests
which have sustained their peoples for
generations. It is by no means the end of
the struggle for recognition and equality,
but it is a hugely important step.
The road even this far has been long,
and for the communities of Loreto, often
bitter. In recent decades Peru’s largest
but most sparsely populated region,
densely forested and traversed by the vast
Amazon river and its many tributaries,
became the scene of an ugly scramble
for oil, which has wreaked havoc on local
indigenous communities, as well as the
stunning natural heritage they call home.
After oil was first found in Loreto in the
1970s, companies moved remorselessly
into areas which had been the ancestral
territories of a complex array of ethnic
and linguistic native groups, whose
livelihoods have depended for centuries
on the sustainable management of these
forest lands. Even before this, Indigenous
Peoples had seen their claims for tenure
denied or shelved, sparking a multigenerational struggle for recognition of
their rights.
As the search for oil ramped up
however, so did the consequences for
powerless local populations: for decades
spills have been left untreated and rivers
have served as dumping grounds for toxic
materials – since 2013 alone, the Ministry
of Environment has declared multiple
emergencies in the wake of oil leaks.
Indigenous Peoples themselves have
faced the force of this environmental
catastrophe, with high levels of
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“Now this project
has appeared… at
last we have a major
breakthrough,”
Jorge Perez Rubio is President of
the Regional Organization of Indigenous Peoples of the East (Orpio)

everything from cancer to learning
difficulties being reported within
already impoverished communities.
For those not directly impacted by
the fall-out from oil exploration, lack
of secure tenure has seen them face
severe marginalisation, their forests
decimated by illegal logging, and
their voices barely audible over the
clamour to exploit the vast potential
riches of the Amazon.
National tensions over exploitation
of the Amazon and the trampling of
indigenous rights exploded in 2009,
when weeks of protests and violent
clashes between security forces and
protestors in the town of Bagua, close
to the Loreto region, left more than
30 people dead.
It is little wonder then that, after
decades of struggle, the ceremony to
hand over land titles was a powerful
moment for indigenous people, not
just in Loreto, but around the country.
Luis Garcia is President of the
Francisco Bolognesi community
which his grandfather helped found in
1943. He feels the weight - and pride
- of his ancestors very deeply.
“They were the ones who instilled
in us the desire to fight for a clean
home, to be respected both in the
region and in the country,” he said in a
speech during the titling ceremony.
“This title means protection of our
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“If my grandfather were here today,
he’d have a huge smile on his face.”
Luis Garcia, President of the Francisco Bolognesi community

forests, our lives and the future our
parents dreamed for us. Moreover,
the title means a well-preserved
community, free from pollution and
abuse.
I think,” he added, “that if my
grandfather were here today, he’d
have a huge smile on his face.”
Despite the recent troubled
history, there have been signs in
recent years of a shift in momentum
within Peruvian politics in favour of
indigenous rights. It is this shift that
the Tenure Facility hopes its project
can capitalise on and amplify. In 2011
the authorities made a seemingly
small but highly significant step,
passing the Law of Prior Consultation
of Indigenous or Original Peoples,
requiring that they be consulted
before legislation or other actions
which could affect their rights.
In 2013 the central Government
delegated responsibility for titling
of indigenous lands to regional
governments, and the ambitious
pledge has been made to title the
lands and forests of all recognised
peasant and indigenous communities

by 2021, a hugely ambitious task.
In reality, progress has been slow,
with regional governments and
communities themselves lacking the
resources and competencies to take
on such a massive undertaking.
Delays have increased tensions
with communities who are tired
of waiting for their rights to be
acknowledged. Recognising
the historic opportunity and the
willingness of actors on all side to
engage, the Tenure Facility has set
out to support the forging of an
effective alliance between indigenous
communities and the authorities. A
pilot project which set out to test
innovative solutions for overcoming
these barriers, was completed in 2017.
Now, a second project is supporting
the Peruvian Society of Environmental
Law (SPDA) working alongside two
national government ministries,
two regional governments and
several federations of indigenous
organisations to advance tenure
security for indigenous communities.
In Loreto, the project has contributed

to the titling of nearly 1 million
hectares of land, benefiting 75
communities. Many of these
communities have been demanding
their rights for decades without
success, until now.
There is widespread agreement
that there is now a genuine political
will at both national and local level
to make good on promises for
improved rights for native peoples –
clearly signalled by the presence of
President Vizcarra at the Loreto titling
ceremony. This does not however
detract from some of the huge
logistical challenges of operating in
such an enormous and impenetrable
forested region.
“Getting to a community takes
days,” says Sergio Donayre Ramirez,
Director of the Regional Agricultural
Directorate of Loreto. “It involves
personnel, logistics, budget, that we
haven’t had. These are the biggest
bottlenecks, that have stopped us
moving forward. But with the full
support of the project and other
organisations we’ve handed over
many titles. Behind this has been
some really hard work.”
Jorge Perez Rubio is President
of the Regional Organization of
Indigenous Peoples of the East
(Orpio), and he has for years been
spearheading efforts to work with
local authorities.
“(Previously) we hoped for a
willingness to move forward, but the
authorities told us they had lots of
work to do, so it took a long time.
Our communities wanted to know
how the process was going, but when
we asked, we were told there was
no money,” Rubio said. After years
of stagnation and frustration, the
support of the Tenure Facility and
its partners has got things moving.
“Now this project has appeared, and
they’ve helped us take things forward.
At last we have a major breakthrough.”

Peru
As of December 2019, the project
has directly supported the titling,
georeferencing, or enlargement of
838,353 hectares of native lands in
Loreto across 74 communities, as well
as of 68,818 hectares in Madre de Dios
across 3 communities, and is is currently
supporting different steps of the titling
process for 1,068,803 hectares of
native lands in these regions.
In Loreto, the establishment of a digital
system connected to the national
cadastre helped solve what used to be
a major obstacle to titling processes.
In addition, the project has indirectly
contributed to strengthening the legal
security of 2.4 million hectares of
territories for Indigenous Peoples in
Isolation and Initial Contact (PIACI).
It also contributed to designing
and promoting 9 legal norms or
instruments that have improved the legal
processes related to the recognition
of the territorial rights of Indigenous
Peoples, as well as to the protection
of these rights for PIACI. All have been
promulgated by entities of the central
government.
These results were possible thanks to
dialogue and coordination with local
authorities, and the extensive technical
support provided by SPDA to regional

and national government entities in the
form of qualified personnel, equipment,
capacity building, and help with the
elaboration of internal regulations
and management tools. This included
the installing of legal and technical
experts in the key Ministries of Culture,
Agriculture and Environment, as well as
at regional level. The incorporation of
indigenous organisations AIDESEP,
FENAMAD, and ORPIO during project
implementation, was indispensable
for both driving engagement in and
monitoring of titling process, as well
as strengthening collaboration with
Indigenous Communities.
In other progress in 2019, procedures
were improved for titling of native
land, and the use of working groups
within government entities was rolled
out further. Progress was also made
in evolving a gender strategy for the
project, including supporting partners to
develop a gender agenda and carrying
out a study of the role of indigenous
women in the land titling process.
These successes were achieved against
the background of a highly fluid political
situation, in which Peru had 2 Presidents,
4 Ministers of Environment and 9
Ministers of Culture during an interval of
2 years.
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The Tenure Facility
Securing living forests for thriving communities
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The Tenure Facility is the first and only international, multi-stakeholder
financial mechanism exclusively focused on securing land and forest
rights for Indigenous Peoples and local communities. We are dedicated
to implementing and scaling up recognition of the collective land and
forest rights of Indigenous Peoples and local communities globally.

Today, it is widely acknowledged that the legal recognition and protection
of Indigenous Peoples and local communities’ land rights constitutes a
necessary first step towards sustained forest conservation, and sustainable
land use. By securing their collective land and forest rights, they can
thrive and expand the sustainable management and protection of their
forests and lands across the developing world—for the benefit of all.

The Tenure Facility was designed and developed with the strong participation
of leaders of Indigenous Peoples’ and local communities’ organisations. It is
responsive to their demands, and provides grants and specialised expertise
to advance their land and forest tenure security. We enable governments and
communities to test new models, strategies, and approaches. We share the
practical lessons learned from our initiatives to catalyse broader and more
systematic commitments from governments and create pathways for upscaling.

The Tenure Facility celebrates the leadership of Indigenous Peoples and local
communities—and supports their initiatives directly. It provides grants to
implement tenure rights under existing law and policy, and shares the
knowledge, innovations and tools that emerge. Our fast and flexible approach
enables them to respond to unmet needs, adapt to challenges, and capitalise
on opportunities. We anchor catalytic interventions on the ground, with
pathways for scaling nationwide. Through partnerships at all levels, we tap
synergies and share learning. We support Indigenous Peoples and local
communities as they build their capacity to engage with governments,
while fostering equal participation of women and the involvement of youth.

KEY MILESTONES

2012
The Tenure Facility concept is defined and
discussion with stakeholders initiated.
Stakeholder consultations were of paramount
significance to ensure the institution was
designed with the vision and insights of those
it was designed to served.

2014
Advisory Group established to guide
establishment of a new institution

2016
The Tenure Facility began its transition
from an initiative of RRI managed by RRG
to an independent legal entity.

2017

2015–2017
Six successful pilot projects
demonstrated the effectiveness
of strategically deployed funds
and and positioned the pilot
leaders to guide the Tenure
Facility so it will be responsive to
Indigenous Peoples and local
communities needs in diverse
situations.
Pilots results: Advanced collective
tenure security over almost 1.8
million hectares of land and
forest and strengthened defence
of an additional 800,000 hectares
of forest categorised as a reserve
for Indigenous Peoples living in
voluntary isolation.

The registration of the Tenure Facility
as a Swedish Collecting Foundation
was completed and Nonette Royo, the
Tenure Facility´s first Executive Director
was appointed.

2018
The Tenure Facility Secretariat was
established in Stockholm and by the
end of 2018 its partners had advanced
collective tenure security of over 4.2
million hectares of land and forest and
and strengthened the protection over 2.4
million hectares of forest categorised as
a reserve for Indigenous Peoples living in
voluntary isolation or initial contact.

2019
By the end of 2019 Tenure
Facility´s implementing partners
had achieved the titling of over
3.5 million hectares of land and
forests and advanced the process
of securing tenure of almost 11
million hectares benefiting
approximately 4 million people.
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Learning

Sharing and growing:

Tenure Facility’s 2019
Learning Exchange event
Learning is one of the core pillars of the Tenure Facility´s vision. As such we
regularly host Learning Exchange events - bringing partners, leaders, advisers
and government representatives together to pool knowledge and expertise.

I

n October, more than 100
participants from 19 countries,
including project leaders and
government representatives
from 12 participating governments,
as well as donors, academics and
others, gathered at the Pontificia
Universidad Javeriana, in Bogota,
Colombia, for two and a half days of
dialogue, focused on the distillation
of key findings from Tenure Facilityfunded projects to date. Not only was

the event an ideal opportunity for
different project teams to network
and showcase their successes, but
there was also a focus on identifying
opportunities, challenges and
strategies to improve the way we
work.
Findings were ordered into several
categories, including how to best
tackle implementation obstacles, the
challenges of operating in uncertain
and complex political contexts,

promoting the role of women in
the governance of collective lands,
how to scale up successes in Tenure
Facility backed projects, and the role
of the Tenure Facility itself. Whilst
some strategies adopted by projects
are context-specific, there is also
a wide scope for more universal
approaches. Some of the most
relevant findings are summarised
in the next page.

What we are learning about
implementing Tenure Policies and
laws, and how are projects overcoming
implementation obstacles:
• Building strategic alliances with critical actors within
government, especially at a sub-national level - where
responsibility for rights recognition often lies - is
essential to scale up rights recognition.
• Where multiple or overlapping jurisdictions exist, it
is important to engage and coordinate between the
different responsible agencies.
• A lack of technical capacity within government is often
a serious constraint, and addressing it is a core strategy
within most Tenure Facility projects. A lack of financing
for sub-national governments is another challenge,
where international donors and civil society can play a
positive role.
• Projects must have a plan to navigate confusing
implementation procedures, ensure adequate resources
to overcome those hurdles, and be adaptable if the
situation changes.

What we are learning about operating
in uncertain political and economic
contexts, and what strategies have
worked best:
• Operating in uncertain contexts requires coping
strategies, including constant advocacy to push for
implementation of legal frameworks and best practices.
• Capacity-building at both community and government
level is an important element of implementation, to build
strong foundations for future success, by empowering
the youth, women and strengthening relevant agencies
at local/national level.
• Strong civil society is crucial to operating in complex
and unstable environments, and building relations with
committed private sector actors can also be useful.
• Sensitivity is crucial, both towards the right to selfdetermination of Indigenous Peoples, as well as within
conflict areas, or disputed zones.

What we are learning about the
Tenure Facility projects’ success in
strengthening the role of women in the
governance of collective lands:
• There is no one-size-fits-all approach to the role of
women in land governance. The role of women is best
recognised “in the plural” – taking into account cultural
and societal differences for women within communities
around the world.
• A key to successfully guaranteeing women’s rights is to
engage men in defending and promoting those rights.
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• The existence of women’s rights at a national level does
not necessarily translate to improvements on the ground.
• There is often a thin line between respecting the
traditional customs of communities, and the need to
bring about changes in customs that violate women’s
rights.

What we are learning about the
strategies undertaken to scale-up
implementation of Tenure Facility
projects to broader levels beyond project
finance boundaries:
• The key to success is outreach - successful scale-up
of project successes requires engagement with a
wide range of actors, with outreach focused both on
indigenous communities, but also with significant private
sector actors and conservation agencies.
• Capacity building is key, communities can’t always get
there by themselves.

What we are learning about the Tenure
Facility itself:
• The Tenure Facility is a ‘movement of movements’ giving
people a platform for the issues they care about
• The global climate movement is increasingly aware of
the important role to be played by Indigenous Peoples,
local and Afro-descendant communities.
• In future, participants believe that the Tenure Facility
should do more capacity-building for partner
organisations, focus on land governance and institutional
arrangements for tenure security, and engage in policy
dialogue with governments across different levels.
• Participants also suggest that the Tenure Facility work to
streamline its processes, reduce reporting requirements,
ensure meetings are not only held in capital cities,
and direct funding away from projects which could be
supported by traditional funders.
• The Tenure Facility could also consider starting support
for livelihood strategies, build a learning platform to
better share advances, knowledge and develop new
models for directly supporting indigenous communities,
as well as developing new communication tools
including podcasts and blogs.
The Tenure Facility is committed to continuing to provide
platforms for information exchange, both in the form
of future events, and also by harnessing innovative
approaches to digital and online learning. This will
enable us to connect our partners from across the world,
amplifying successes and fast-tracking problem solving.
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Governance

Governance

T

he Tenure Facility is
governed by a Board of
Directors composed of
leading individuals from
Indigenous Peoples,
community organisations, civil
society, international development
and the financial sector. The Board is
the organisation’s highest decisionmaking body and guides strategy,

policies and budgets. The Board also
appoints the Board members and
the Executive Director, approves the
annual accounts and selects auditors.
The Board is ultimately responsible for
the foundation’s operations. In 2019,
the Board met on three occasions.
In addition to the Board, there
is an Advisory Group that supports
the Tenure Facility with guidance

on strategic matters, contributing
knowledge and expertise, and
promoting links between the Tenure
Facility and other organisations.
The Executive Director manages
the foundation and is accountable
to the Board. She represents the
organisation and ensures that the
operation adheres to established
guidelines and policies.

Board of Directors

Advisory group

Myrna Cunningham (Chair)*

Mario Boccucci

Chairperson, Chair of the guiding committee
of the Pawanka Fund.

Head UN-REDD Programme Secretariat, United
Nations Programme on Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation (UN-REDD)

Don Roberts (Treasurer)
CEO, Nawitka Capital Advisors Ltd.

Joan Carling
Former head, Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP)

Augusta Molnar (Secretary)*
Chairperson, The Mountain Institute

Mark Constantine

Eleni Kyrou

Social and Environmental Risk Management,
International Finance Corporation (IFC)

Senior Social Development Specialist, European
Investment Bank

Ibrahima Coulibaly

Abdon Nababan*

President, Réseau des organisations paysannes
professionnelles d’Afrique de l’Ouest (ROPPA)

Former Secretary General, Indigenous Peoples’
Alliance of the Archipelago (AMAN) of Indonesia.

Chris Jochnick
President and CEO, Landesa

Samuel Nguiffo*
Secretary General, Center for Environment and
Development (CED)

Vicky Tauli-Corpuz*
UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

Juan Manuel Torres Rojo*
Associate Professor, Center for Research and
Teaching of Economics (CIDE)

Andy White*
Coordinator, Rights and Resources Initiative (RRI)

Tuntiak Katan
General Coordinator, Coordinadora de las Organizaciones Indígenas de la Cuenca Amazónica (COICA)

Gustavo Sánchez Valle
President, Red Mexicana de Organizaciones
Campesinas Forestales (MOCAF)

Gerardo Segura Warnholtz
Senior Natural Resources Management Specialist,
The World Bank

Andrew Taber
Team Leader for Social Forestry, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

*Founding Board Members
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Finance

Financial Report 2019

D

uring the 2019 financial
year the total available
funding for the Tenure
Facility was USD 13.4
million, of which 62
percent was received from Sida and
Norad, and 26 percent comprised
unspent funds from 2018. In June
2019, The Tenure Facility entered
into a two-year agreement (April
2019 to December 2020) with
Norad with total funding of USD 11.5
million. In December a three-year
agreement (December 2020 to
December 2023) was signed with the
European Commission, with a total
funding of USD 5.7 million. The first
disbursement, amounting to USD 2.4
million, was received early in 2020.
Of the total costs for 2019, 68
percent (corresponding to USD
7.4 million) was paid out to project
partners in nine countries. In total
five new projects were agreed in
2019; Mali, Liberia, Mozambique,
Guyana and Belize; with a total
project value of USD 9.2 million.

The average project value as per 31
December 2019 amounted to USD
1.9 million. As of the end of 2019,
there were 10 agreed projects in total,
corresponding to approved grants of
USD 19.4 million.
Project support added up to 12
percent of total costs including
technical assistance, support
provided by collaborating partners,
programme staff and other
programme costs. The costs for
monitoring, evaluation and learning
equalled 5 percent of total costs,
while Strategic Communications
& Outreach totalled 2 percent of
total costs, and administration was
13 percent including support from
consultants serving the financial and
human resource functions, as well as
on temporary assignments within the
framework of operations.
As part of the process of
consolidating the organisation’s
institutional capacity, our
administration expenses increased
vis a vis 2018, with the hiring of new

staff to further expand operational
capacity in different departments.
Temporary consultants were also
hired to support the consolidation
process in key functions. Likewise,
our Programme and Strategic
Communications & Outreach
functions continued to develop
through the year, facilitating an
increase in the number of Tenure
Facility undertakings in 2019,
including project visits, workshops,
the annual learning exchange,
film production, and ensuring the
presence of the organisation and
its partners at multiple international
events.
The charts show the expenses of
the Tenure Facility for the financial
year 2019 divided by function and by
donor contribution.
•	Our funds are received in USD,
NOK, SEK and EUR. To facilitate
the reading we have converted all
numbers to USD, so the amounts
are for reference purposes only.

Total costs in %
2%
5%

Funding

13%
26%

34%

12%
68%

4%
7%
28%

In % of total costs

ACTUAL 2019

ACTUAL 2019

			

Million USD

Funding

ACTUAL 2019 %

ACTUAL 2019

			

Million USD

Project disbursements

68%

7 387

Norad

34%

Project support

12%

1 309

Sida

28%

3 700

Ford Foundation

7%

1 000

557

RRG

4%

575

Mulago

Monitoring, Evaluation
and Learning
Communications
Administration
Total

5%
2%

257

13%

1 404

100%

10 914

Carry-forward 2018
Total

4 580

0%

50

26%

3 536

100%

13 441
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Nonette Royo

The road ahead: a moment
of peril and opportunity

W

ith the emergence
of the Coronavirus
pandemic, we are living
in a moment of deep
uncertainty, peril and opportunity.
Our world is facing an unprecedented
health challenge, and COVID-19
has hit Indigenous peoples and
local communities hard. Caught at
a crossroads between traditional
reliance on nature for their wellbeing,
and rural development which has yet
to deliver fully on its promise, they are
particularly exposed to the economic
and health impacts of this pandemic.
Quite apart from the threat of the
virus itself, the sudden reduction
of government oversight and civil
society monitoring has helped fuel
a surge in attacks, killings and forest
destruction.
Yet uncertainty also leads to
opportunity: the natural world
appears to be relishing humanity’s
brief retreat – a clear reminder that
our planet’s equilibrium is based on
interdependence between all life
forms.
This sudden pause also provides an
unexpected opportunity to appreciate
more acutely what indigenous and
local communities battle every
day: the destruction of livelihoods,
threats to food security, isolation,
marginalisation and the loss of a
familiar way of life.
Science has long turned to
traditional knowledge to inform the
advancement of modern medicine.
During these times too, researchers
tackling a global health crisis are
directing their attention to the natural
world.
Much vital knowledge exists within
indigenous and local communities,
whose ties to nature are ancient, and
whose understanding of its healing
properties remain strong to this day.
Yet the dynamics of the natural
world are changing ever more
rapidly, biodiversity is shrinking and
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with it our ability to benefit from a
wealth of nature-based solutions
which have existed for millennia. The
impact on humanity’s future could be
catastrophic. There is also a perverse
poignancy that those who hold the
deepest knowledge of these potential
solutions are also among the most
vulnerable to current threats.
Community elders, vital for
maintaining indigenous culture amidst
rapid globalisation, are at particularly
high risk of COVID-19. The potential
sudden loss of these guardians of
knowledge, beliefs, language and
mythology could break centuriesold cultural threads, prompting
the unravelling of many traditional
societies, and the wisdom they hold.
Our partners are facing this
pandemic with courage and
resilience, relying on each other,
placing local community welfare
first and foremost. Whilst death
and vulnerability have not escaped
them, many are using their traditional
knowledge and practices to find
sustainable solutions, both short
and long term. Many have in fact
sealed off their territories and are now
focusing on increasing agricultural
productivity to reinforce food security
and ensure access to drinking water,
whilst keeping information flowing far
and wide, using their own languages.
It is our commitment to support
them in these initiatives. Working from
home, our team is in frequent contact
with partners, finding appropriate
solutions to address their most urgent
needs. During this global crisis, it is
more important than ever to learn
from each other across geographical
distances, develop systems to support
quick-response actions, and to rely
on community.
Recognising that this pandemic
will challenge us in many ways for the
foreseeable future, the Tenure Facility
stands ready to adapt to changing
circumstances, adjusting project

”This sudden pause also provides an
unexpected opportunity to appreciate
more acutely what indigenous and local
communities battle every day”

timelines accordingly and integrating
initiatives to respond to new realities,
all whilst remaining focused on
securing tenure and supporting the
community driven governance of
territories and forests.
When this global crisis passes, we
will wake up to a new world and we
need to be ready for it. In preparation,
we are creating online spaces for
collaboration and learning, exploring
alternatives that bring partners
closer together, whilst maintaining
physical distance. This crisis leaves
us undeterred, and indeed reminds us
once again how important our work
is. Simply put, stronger tenure offers
better coping strategies for communities to manage their resources and
ride out storms such as this one.
What we see today is humanity’s
spirit of compassion, resilience and
innovation. We also see that whilst
these times of upheaval create
great hardships, they can also
inspire innovative ways to do things
differently.
We use this as a moment of
reflection, a chance to internalise ‘low
carbon’ ways of working -- back to
basics, less travel, better coordination
through advanced IT systems,
reduced consumption.
We remain committed to
supporting, promoting and amplifying
the voices of Indigenous Peoples and
local communities calling for land
rights, for greater respect, protection,
and recognition of our common
natural heritage in the decades to
come.
In the meantime, we will
accompany our partners every step
of the way, as they navigate this crisis.
We send our warm wishes for safety
and health to all, during these strange
and difficult times.
Thank you.
Nonette Royo
Executive Director
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